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poet hits SU
campus
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Art attack

Umoja Ball:
a walk

through time
CARL BERGQUIST

Staff Reporter

During the Umoja Ball last Friday,attendees experiencedAfrican
American culture through poetry,
music and the spoken word.
The event was a unique occurrence on campus, as it is the only
celebrationheld on the SU campus
to celebrate the African-American
spirit.
It openedwith theblackNational
Anthem, "Lifteveryvoiceand sing,"
and that is exactly what the event

Acclaimed poet Campbell
McGrathspokeeloquentlybut quietly inthe Campion Ballroom last
Thursday night.
He wasintroduced by the recent
University of Washington MFA
graduateMichaelMurphy asa poet

of "muscle, mojo, and moxie."
Father David Leigh, SJ, described McGrath's spoken words
as "jazzy andenergetic."
Murphy, a publishedpoet himself, expressedhis admiration for
McGrath' s poetry,calling it an "infusedelectrified mix of documentation and canon."
Murphy joked that he took two

did.
"I enjoyed the spoken word by

Dr. Kipchoge Kirkland...lt expressed the different aspects ofthe
black person," sophomore A.J.
Brooks said.
Kirklartd's words struck home

weeks to prepare his introduction
of Campbell's poetry reading, re-

reading McGrath's four books of
poetryto rediscoverthe strengthof
his poemsrevealed whenread as a
unified whole.
As well as winning more than
eight awards forpoetry,including
the Guggenheim Fellowship and
three Academy of AmericanPoets
Prizes, McGrath has also been
widely published in publications
such as TheNew Yorker, TheParis
Review, Harper's Magazine, The
HarvardReview,and TheNew York
Times.
Wearingacasualbrowncollared

shirt with Khaki pants and gray
tennis shoes, McGrath rolled his
left foot behind the podium as he
leaned into the microphone and
thankedMurphy for "an introduction of great generosity and fi-

with the small audience that gath-

eredin the Pigott Atrium.
Kirkland had as simple a message as it was complex. Black is
many things: "Black is deep."
LUISACUELLAR / LEAD STORY EDITOR

This painting,byMaria Gregorio,is one of the art pieces displayedduring the Art FestGallery. This
year Art Festdrew students,faculty and staff to share their creations with the campus community. See
the complete story on page 12.

Kirkland proclaimed.
Donned in red, Nu Black Arts
West opened the show with the
rhythmic sound of "Down by the

See Culture on page 5

Tennis team gets the axe for next year
JAMILA JOHNSON
Opinion Editor

Next year Seattle University's
athletic department will be short
one sport. Director of University
Sports Todd Schilperoortconfirmed
last week that the tennis program
nesse."
willbecut after the 2001 -2002 acaMcGrath saidthat hehas sought demic year.
to capture the landscape of AmeriSchilperoort has been the Athcan culture and the sacredness of
Director at SU since August
letic
place,unifying his poems through 2000. His office in the Connolly
these themes.
Center overlooks bushes and the
Due to his obsession withcap- buildings ofFirstHill, butbetween
turing the essenceAmerica bothin
thebushes one cansee aglimpse of
its natural landscape and its capi- the tennis courts that will see far
talizedcity life,McGrath has been
less use next spring.
described by some as "Whitman"Itisn't as if we don't value tenesque."
nis. We do, but something had to
He began the reading with three give," Schilperoort
said.
poems that reflected his trip to SeTennis captain Grant Beairddisattle.
agrees with Schilperoort' s explaHis first poemtold astoryabout nation.
the swampsof Florida.He chose to
According to Beaird,itis curious
See Poetry on page 4 thattheonly programbeingaffected
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However, Schilperort persists in
by a 2% budget cut is tennis.
The SU teams are moving to full his reasoning.
"Having tocut anything is one of
membership in the NCAA's Division II and the Great Northwest the most difficult things a person
Athletic Conference (GNAC) next everhas to do," Schilperoort said.
year,and,accordingtoSchilperoort, "It seems that wespend so much of
there were far too many complica- our time trying to build upour protions to keep tennis as a university grams that to do the opposite cresport.

First of all, claims Schilperoort,

the closest competitor for the tennis
team would be MontanaStateUniversity-Billings and the remainder
ofSU's regionalcompetition would
be teams located inCalifornia. No
other localDivisionIIschoolshave
tennis teams, and there would be
difficulty convincing California
teams to travel to Seattle, because
of the university's inadequate facilities. In short, the funds would
not be able to support the team.

According to Beaird the only
problem is that through the indoor
tennis facility which the team has
been pushing for, "it is speculated
that it willbring inabout $60,000a
year through our coach teaching
and our community belonging to
it."
"If SU builds and funds the indoor facility," Beaird said, "it will
pay itself off in about 8-10 years.'

ates a large amount of anxiety."
With all the sports at SU being

underfunded,
significantly
Schilperoort decided to cut tennis

a competitive sports team of which
the students can be proud. He explainedthat the athleticdepartment
couldn't continue to "water down
the sports team."
Next year will be SU's time to
shine incompetitive sports,and the
money had to come from somewhere. But some students are far
from proud about the planned de-

struction of the tennis team.
According to Beaird, the tennis
in order to better support the other teamlostthreeof theirmale recruits
teams.
whoweresupposedtobeverygood.
"I was very surprised," Stacy
"Ourreal world challengespush
us to make these tough decisions Weber, a freshman on the women's
and live with the consequences," tennis team noted. She explained
that this change will really affect
Schilperoortadded.
Beairdreferred to Schilperoort' s bothteams' performance,but maybe
in a positive way. She explained
explanation as a bunch of crap.
"All he cares about is soccerand that the teams are working really
basketball," Beaird said.
hardnow.
asked
[Purganan]
"Lan
"We want to go out withabang,"
[Schilperoort] if heknew any of the Weber said.
tennis team and he said no. Then I "I was kindof upset. We didn't
asked him if heknew all the soccer get a warning or any options to
players and he said most of them fundraise,or try to makemoney for
and then Iaskedhim if he knew all the team," freshman Alex Pizzaro
the basketball players and he nod- said.
Even though Pizzaro did not
dedhisheadand went onto the next
choose SeattleUniversity solely for
question."
Schilperoort' s toughdecision has
See Tennis on page10
alot todo withhis desire to giveSU
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Editorial

The great class search
Collegelifeisnasty,brutish andshort.Or soit seems,especially around
this timeof year, whenstudents are confronted with the perennial college
dilemma, schedulingclasses.
That'sright folks. Spring Quarter is right aroundthe bend,and students
needto think wiselyabout whatclasses tochoose inorder tograduate on
time.
But what if your choices arelimited? What if youneed to take a certain
class tograduateand that class conflicts withanother requiredcourse that

you HAVE to take?
Well lowly students, it certainly seems likethis universityjust doesn't
care about your schedulingplights. In fact,it seemslikeSeattle University
is making it harder for students to get intothe classes they need.
But why woulda university want todetainits studentsfromgraduating?
Couldit be the all-mightydollar?Of course not. A tuition-baseduniversity is surely dedicated to offering a fruitful and expedienteducation for
all of its marvellous students.The last thingthey care aboutis the money.
Some of the dilemmas students face are the increasing lack of classes
availablein the morninghours. At first onemight think lazy students who
tend to pull all-nightersdon't want morning classes (especially after a
rousing night of Redhawk magic in' the Connolly Center). But this
assumption is far from reality.Morningclasses will savea student from

long afternoon and eveningclasses.
Besides,offeringa variety of classes will helpa student designthebest
schedule around their jobs and other commitments.
Concentratingseveral course options in the same timeperiod (the old
3:25 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. stretch)means that students whoneed to take two
classes that areonlyofferedduringthat timeslot simplycan't.This would
require a physical and intellectual division of self. But even if this
university offered a course on how to do that it would probably be
scheduled from 3:25 p.m. to5:30 p.m.Go figure.

Keep your girlfriend

The ultimate portrait of the student left in the dust this time aroundis
the beloved seniorEnglish major who needs to pass a 300level religion
class (a requirement for the university core) and a 300 level English
elective (a requirementfor this major). Both courses are scheduled at the
same time. Tough luck.
There are ways to get around the schedule jam. What students usually
endup doingis loadingtheirschedules on two exhaustingdays out ofthe
school week (which hardly ever includes Fridays). Say for example,
packing their Mondays and Wednesdays tight with classes.
FORREST CARLSON
Then they try to managethecourse load,crammingin as much reading
Spectator Columnist
as possible on Tuesday night after getting off of work (if you haven't
noticed tuition annually rises and many studentsneed jobs to feed their PART 3 OF 3
bellies).

I
feel Iought to tellyou that once
Of course we haven't even mentioned the fact that students, due to you've become
familiar and comridiculous scheduling choices,often find themselves taking courses they
fortablewithyour girlfriend's famreally aren't interested in.This is often viewed, in a poor student's eyes,
ily, horrible natural disasters will
as a waste of money and time.
strike, attempting to tear the two of
This university surely isn't helping students out in the scheduling you apart. Idon't say this to scare
realm,so the bestadviceTheSpectatorcan giveis toplanahead(if you're
— you, but it's true!
currently a freshman or sophomore).Other than that, fend for yourself
To others, these disasters may
the school is not watching out for you.
seem to occur at random around
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targeted by eachof them. perhaps
I'm generalizing too much when I
say this, but I am speaking from
personalexperience.
After about a year ofdating, just
as my girlfriend and I were beginning to feelcomfortableasa couple,
a massive wildfire engulfed the
countrysidenearour hometownand

miversity

large sectionsofthecity wereevacu-
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different partsoftheglobe,but trust
me; you and your girlfriend willbe
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ated.The nextmonth wetraveledto

Mexico thinking. Let's be sure to
avoid any more fires! and sure

enough,ahurricaneblastedthe1ittle
town we stayed in.

Shortly afterward, a blizzard

slammed into the mountain pass
that wewere tryingtocross ina bus,
and we were trapped for twelve
hours while freezingpeopledug the
cars out of the snow.
Then,as we were relaxing peacefully at school, a massive earthquake attacked us. And that next
September, while we were visiting
the capital on the other side of the
country,somebody flew anairplane
into a building, which— wasn't far
from where we were sure, that
wasn't.a natural disaster, but it
scared us.

So, ifyouand yourgirlfriend can

thing nice to say about your girl-

make it through the attacks on your friend and then, justas she's beginlives,as we did,hopefullyyou'll be ning to get impatient with you for
able to bring your relationship to notsayinganything thatsheconsidthe next step: trying to find some- ers intelligent, blurt out whatever
thingin commonbetween you two. nice thing it was you thought of.

There are only two ways to do this. Unlike your speech in normalconOneis for the twoof you toseparate versations,be sure to enunciate evin search of activities that you en- ery syllable so she doesn't misunjoy. The problem with this is thai derstand. She'll melt withpure satsometimes you have to travel to isfaction, and she might evenagree
different placesin the world to find to let you pick the titleof the next
new activitiesthat only one of you movie you watch together. You're
really enjoys. When you've found not going to get to choose on your
somethingyowenjoy, spelunkingin own very often, so pick a real
Oslo, for example, she's probably shocker.
We're coming to the end of my
discovered Egyptian nude figure
skating inCairo,andit'salmostlike guidebook,and I'dlike to take the
you're not even dating any more. opportunity tonot only thank you
To keep this from happening, it's for readingit,but alsoto assureyou
best to use the second technique: that the adviceit contains is sound.
each of you meticulously listing I'vebeen giving this kindofadvice
your favorite activities and pursu- to my single friends for years, and
ing those activities that your lists in only eleven cases were any of
have in common. When my girl- them (or theirpotential girlfriends)
friend and I did this, my list in- seriouslyinjured orkilled. Many of
cluded:eating, watching television, my friends have usedmy advice to
sleeping, teaching dogs to do inap- maintainrelationships for up tofour
propriate things, drivingdown the months at a time, even longer in
maincity street while my friends in cases where they were onlyseeing
theback seat scream inappropriate onegirl at a time. Obviously they
things at nondescript cars that turn must have been doing something
out to be undercover patrol cars, right. But I'll stop taking the credit
and going for nice walks. Her list for their success to conclude my
included: reading, falling asleep guidebookwith a brieflistofactiviwithher kitten,and swimming. We ties that I've found should be
avoidedifyou want your girlfriend
do a lot ofsitting around.
to be happy:
brings
topic:
This
me to my next
Don't openly display your diswhat to do if you can't think of
anything to do. I've had plenty of like of small children or curse in
opportunities to think up techniques frontof them, inany language.Don' t
to alleviate boredom when my girl- refer to your girlfriend as "delicious," "succulent," "mouth-waterfriend and Ihaven't been able to
decide on what to do. One of my ing" or "buxom" in front of her
favorite techniques is exchanging parents.Don' t leave your wet bathnew and exciting terms ofendear- ing suit on her pillow or suggest
ment. She prefers to call it "name- afterward that she "simply turn the
calling,"but then shesays I'm "real pillow over."Don'tcorrect herdrivmature." Shenevercanmake up her ing (even if you're the one behind
mind. When "name-calling" gets the wheel). Try not to breathe so
old, you

can resort to something I
like tocall"saying nice things about
her:" focus that groggy mind of
—
yours it'shard forme,soit'sprob—
ablyhard for you try to find some-
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loudly.Don'trefertoherscentasan

"odor." And, as a general rule of
thumb, never accidentally do anything that you should haveknown

intuitively not to do.
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Day
for
Valentines the

JC SANTOS

Spectator Columnist
Let me start by wishingeveryone
a hearty happy Valentine's Day!
Hooray! Who wants to join me in
tossing 1,000 red paper hearts into
the Piggott Atrium from the third
floor balcony? C'mon! It'll be fun!
Then we can all give that special
little valentine to that special little
someone onthisspecial little day.So
who wantsin?
No one Ihope. Besides the disgust that this day simmers incynics
and singles whosarcasticallyslaughter and slander this 24-hour love
bash (bash as a noun, not a verb),
there is more to V-day than the

stereotypical saccharine sack of
stuff.
In fact the onlyred that really has
anything to do with this loved and
hated holidayis the bloody beating
and beheadingofSt. Valentineback
in the third century.
Around the year270 onFebruary
14, theEmperorClaudius IIordered
St. Valentine tobebeaten withclubs
and beheaded for his role in aiding
Christians. During this timeChristians werepersecutedand often tortured in Romanprisons.This is not
so warmand fuzzy, is it?
But that's not the wholeSt. Val-

entine story. According some of
the Internet's finer dot-coms, our
favorite valentine was a priest
— who
was really into marrying other
people of course.
Claudius was a very cruel and
crude dude who believed that the
best armies weremadeupofsingle
men. Naturally, he banned marriage. Despite the iron fist, our
valiant St. Valentine heard vows
andpronouncedmarriagesanyway.
He was caught,imprisoned, and
then you
know what

Valentine's Day is a victim of
modern day commercialism, but
there are still some people who
know what's up. I'm not talking
about the actual history of the day.
Lots of people no nothing about
the histories of special days, like
Easter for example.Somebody tell
mehow a bunny gotinvolved with
don' t see theEasterBunny
Easter?I
getting nailed to a cross two days
prior toits egg extravaganza.Holidays are not just there for
our amusement.There are

things behind the curtain than a
bunny,ora paper heart, or
a decorated tree.
At least with V-day,
some people get themes-

much

happened
next.

But, he
was
not

slaughtered
before he

greater

sage.

fell for the
jailer's
daughter
while im-

prisoned and sent her a loveletter
thatended,"FromyourValentine."
Hence, the first valentine.
The day wasn't even celebrated
romantically, until Geoffrey
Chaucer' sParlement oftheFoules
pitched the line:"For this was sent
on Seynt Valentyne's day whan
every foul cometh ther to choose
hismate."
Regardless of how sweet the
story is, we in the twenty-first century tend not to think of St.
Valentine's chivalrous acts when
the dayof hisdeathapproaches. In
facttheword"valentine" for many
■

kidshasbecomesynonymous with

It's all about that fourletter wordthatpeople say
too oftenand don't mean
often enough.
A day forlove.It's a special day
forpeople who are in love.
Here is our problem. Here is
wherethe snickers,sobs and scoffs
parade.
come raining on love's
—
single
like me
Anyone who's
and even more for someone who's
been single for a long time like
me, again can have "envy"
comes to mind.
Iwrote a nasty Valentine's Day
used a better
column lastyear, butI
wordthen "envy" "admire". Itis
much closer to the heart.
Peoplelove the thoughtof being

—

—

—

—

in love, but it takes some nerveto

single guy

actually make good onit.Love is so
complex and volatile.
People who can be in love and
sustain iteven through the toughest
trials are truly admirable.
Ibet St. Valentine was a really
passionate guy. I think he understood what it meant to be in love.

Dear Editors,
It has come tomy attention thatSU is consideringinstituting aprinting
fee as well as a fee for using a creditcard. Isuspect that these ideas are at
least tangentially connected to the impending two percent budget cut.
While Ido not claim to know the first thing about the logistics of funding
auniversitysuchas thisone.Iwouldlike toexpress myextremedisappointment at learning that such policies are even being considered. It is my
opinion that policies such as these would compromise the feel of Seattle
University. My suggestion is that the university should raise tuition. 1
don't knowhow much of anincrease wouldbenecessary or whythishasn't
already been suggested but it seems the most logical solution to me. A
tuition increase seems prudent tome first ofall because as private schools
go,SU is cheap.The UniversityofPuget Sound charges about $5000a year
more for an education one would behardpressed todescribe as "better."
IfSU were to increase tuition by even half that much it would hypothetically raise about fifteen million dollars ($250Ox6OO0students= $15 million). Iam sure that there are numerous reasons why the math wouldn't
work out quite that welland the actuallyamount wouldbe less, but if the
amount of money raised were even in the neighborhood it would be

significant.
If SU charges about$17,000 for tuitionand has about6000students the
annualbudget mustbeinthe vicinity of$102million plus alumnidonations
plus whateverelse. So the total couldbe roughly $150 millionand if the
tuition hike would increase that by about $15 million, then weare talking
about a 10 percent increase. A ten percent increase would certainly be
enough to cover this two percent cut that is causing all these problems.
Perhapsyou think that a paper use fee is a goodidea and that it would make
the universitymoreefficient. You areprobably right but in my opinion,as
Isaid, this degrades the university. Obviously this is about more than
printingand credit card fees.
Sincerely,
Andrew Campbett, CUss of 2002, H\story

Gonzaga,Albion College,Arizona
State University, etc.)
Ihave noticed for the 5 years I
have attended Seattle University
that no thought at all has been

.

Dear Editor,
ics class that Imissed onequarter. orities are when we'd rather spend
center
Iam deeply concerned about the Ihad to wait two quarters for the millions on a new student
—
polled,
most
students
if
(where
again.
which
cuts
be
For
budget
manner in
the
course to offered
were "decided" upon withintheaca- juniors trying to fulfill core pre- would probably say theydon't want
demic departments at SU. It is un- reqsjust to take theirmajorcourses anyway), rather than preserve our
clear based upon the article the de- and graduate on time, this is grave excellentacademics.
Sincerely, Caterina Bertucci
gree to whicheach dept.had tocut, inconvenience. I previously attended a
was it 2% each department or a total 2% and
if so how were the
' '
Editor,
:■,.,-,...

funds allocated?
Iamalso curious as
to why other non-academic departments
such as plant services,
food services, etc.
weren't cut. If they
were, there is no mention in the article. Ialso wonder
why it took so long to report to the
students?
It bothers me a great deal to see
"solutions"beingofferedin the form
of cutting classes,increased classes,
and reduced resources which, as a
transfer student,attractedme to SU
cringe at theidea of
tobegin with. I
already
cutting any moreclasses. I
rotating
have been victim to the
rosterofoffered courses witha phys-

i'

■

■■■zz&SL.

■

XT ■■■■ I«W

education
because of

the2OO+students in my
classes. Icame toSU toavoid this

and get the personalized attention
of faculty thatIhavegrown to love
am
over thepast year and ahalf. I
angered by the thought that when
the phrase "budgetcuts" is uttered
we jump on the strongest part of
the SUcommunity— the fact that it
IS a community because of the
attention students receive is small
classes. Ido not want to see this
change. I wonder where our pri-

Dear
Forgive me for writing this a
week late, but Iwould like to
amby the
say how impressedI
piece Laura Stanley wrote for
The Spectatoron thebudget. It
was all the things a goodpiece
of journalismshouldbe—wellresearched, informative, balanced, and well-written.Much
appreciate reading about
as I
movies and plays, it's a pleasure to read thoughtfulpieces
like thisonissues that matterso
much to everyone atSU.
Theresa Earenfight
AssistantProfessor
Departmentof History

thought.

LETTERS TO THEEDITOR

Honestly,Ican only think ofone 3 years ago, when the mascot was
for this; the students on changedby ASSUto theannoyance
explanation
Sean O'Neil's comments rethis campusinvolvedinstudent gov- of thealumni and alargesegmentof
garding the lack of student parernmenthavenot showna sufficient thethen-currentstudent population
ticipation in budgetary matters
level of maturity regarding policy When youpiss off the alumni, you
("SUPrepares for Budget Cuts",
major areaof univerJanuary 31) are not surprising, publicly expressedby theadminis- making,andbudgetarypolicy ingen- risk hurtinga
sity
donations.
These glaring exposition
having
on
a
and in a sense indicative of the tration toaddingastudent position eral, to warrant
in
past only prove
amples
or
the
the
near
Board
problem with ASSU. You see, in anareaof university administra- the BoardofDirectors
ASSU,
in it's current
point
to
look
the
that
only
need
most colleges and universities
tion where student input can have of Trustees. We
the
level of
with
current
to
see
the
form
and
years
ago
impact
back to two
have student-filled positions on a major first-handeffect or
office,
to
is
shockstudents
elected
money
with
junior
level behavior
either the University Board of on university policy. Even ASSU
handling
not
to
the
task
of
misplaced
ingly
up
overspending
and
Directors or Board of Trustees has to go through channels to get and the
funds. We only need to look back to administration affairs ona truly uni(like University of Washington, an idea to the Board.
Dear Editors,

even though he swore to a life of
celibacy.
The man was single all his life,
and the day that so many single
people grunt and gripe about is a
day in honor of a single guy.
Now there's a comforting

versity level. The only way to
mitigate this situation is to hope
that someday the students at this
university will wisely elect ca-

pable student leaders witha level
ofmaturityabove what past ASSU
members havepossessed, instead
of consideringASSU tobe merely
a popularity contest.

Joe Tynan
Senior,

Electrical Engineering

Dear Spectator Staff and S.U. the soundof the State of the Union
Address, in the next two-and-aStudent Body,
First and foremost, Iwould like half years of Bush's presidential
term. Now is not the time for
to thank The Spectator, more specifically Amy Baranski, the Man- silence.
Third, it is the responsibility of
aging Editor, for her article, "The
only the administration of our
not
ended,
why thesilence?"
warhasn't
university,
but that of the student
which ran in last week's issue. As
well,
to break our recent
body
as
a student and a part of this selfpropose not only
silence.
Iwould
"enlightened
univerproclaimed
sity"(toquoteMs. Baranski),Ihave more informational forums, as we
been dismayed with the lack of in- experienced in depth early in fall
formation and education concern- quarter, but student and faculty
ing the state of our country's "War sponsored debates and teach-ins to
on Terrorism" in the past few compliment those forums. Debates
months. It's good to know that at and teach-ins wouldallow forquesleast the management of our tions tobe askedand answered,for
university'sinformational forum is opinions to be voiced, and for the
notclosingitsdoors todebateabout circulation ofinformation to break
the current status of this "war" in our recent and pervasive silence.
We, the studentbody,arelargely
whichour country is engaged.
Second,at a time when theUnited responsible for the richness of our
States isexpandinggreatly the scale campuscommunity. Iwholeheartof our anti-terrorist convictions, it edly agree with Ms.Baranski'scall
is becoming increasingly important for some "NOISE" on this campus
for the citizens of this country to and strongly urge my fellow stukeep their eyes and ears open. We dents toget some honest and lively
as a nation now have first-hand ex- debate going about this "war."
Jessica Powell
perience with howmuch can change
Junior, Liberal Studies
inone day, in six months, and from
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SECURITY RETORT
AUSTIN BURTON

tape recorder.

Sports Editor

Soif the thiefis reading this, just
put the recorder back, since Iprobably need it more than you do.

How'sthis for irony?
Monday, 2-4-02
Sometimeinbetween 1 1:40a.m.
and noon, Igot my backpack sto-

i len, and from The Spectatoroffice
; no less.Whafs up with that?
Someslick individual walked in
andsnatched it off my desk while
myself and a fellow Spectator
staffer werein the computer room
and walked out without making a
■

sound.

Campus Public Safety checked
the area, and a student at Seattle
CentralCommunityCollegefound
my wallet and returned it to me
(there arenice people out there).
Nothing was missing (always
keep money in your pocket,kids),
but the bag contained some stuff,
most importantly my new digital

CPS found theman sitting inside a stall, drinkingalcohol. Theman was
warned and escorted off
campus.

Cable theft

Grab the mic

Tuesday, 2-5-02
At 9:40a.m., CPS was alertedof
a stolen bike from the rack on 1 lth
and E.Spring.
The victim says theyhad locked
the bike with a cable-style lock the
previous Saturday.When they returned onTuesday, thebikeand the
lock were missing.

Praying to the porcelaingod
Tuesday, 2-5-02

CPS received a call of a foulsmelling man in the Loyola Hall
bathroom.

Starts the day off right

Tuesday, 2-5-02
In the Engineering Building, a
universityemployeereported thata
wirelessmicrophonehadbeen taken

The owner told CPS that they

Thursday, 2-7-02
At 9 a.m., a janitorial supervisor
reported acase of malicious misfromthe podiumin theauditorium. chief in Campion Tower.
CPS arrived to discover that
someone had firedoff a fire extinguisher in a student lounge and

Dude, get out of here

thrown oatmeal allover the walls.
Wednesday, 2-6-02
The culprit is still at large.
In the Administration Building
at 2 p.m., aman was reported to be
snoringloudly in a bathroom stall.
Gonein 60 seconds
Upon arrival,CPS found out that
Saturday, 2-9-02
it was the SAME GUY from the
Loyola bathroom, and the Seattle
A vehicle owner reportedan auto
Department
arrestedthe
man.
on 13th and E. Columbia.
prowl
Police

had parked their vehicle on the
street a week earlier andreturned
to find the rear window broken
and damage to the stereo faceplate.
In spiteof the damage,nothing
was missing.
CPS then found a nearby vehicle had also been broken into
via the passenger window.
The owner of the second vehicle was contacted and laterreported that their stereo had been
stolen.
The owner of the second car
said they'dparked theircar inthat
spot three days earlier.

Poetry: students and professors enjoy antics of acclaimed poet
From the front pave
read a poem about the desert next,
becausehisflight toSeattlestopped
in Phoenix.
His third poemabout the cold
rain of the Pacific Northwest
markedhis visit to Seattle.
Thefavoredpoemoftheevcning,
"Benediction for the Saviorof Orlando." had students and faculty
alike rollingin their seats.
The prose focuses onMcGrath's
disdain for Chuck E. Cheese and

when hespokeofChuck E.Cheese:
"it's not a theme restaurant or a
family amusement
center but a vision

the American experience.
Fr. Leighenjoyedhow hispoems

reflect a good and vital commen-

sors

poetry

readings around Se-

attle.

......
Leighbelieved
'

of infernal despair
enjoinedin plastic
flames, the clownish horror of the

poetry needsto
besavored, "It

ter.

waslike listen-

McGrath has published four
books.
His latest book,Florida Poems,
was pulished two weeks ago and
was inspired by McGrath's resident state of Florida.
The modern life of strip malls
and franchises as well as the wildlife of the Everglades seep in between the pages
McGrath graduated from the
University of Chicago to go on to

that McGrath
readhispoems
too quickly.
He added that

place is unspeakable, yet Ifeel thai
Imust speak of it,
for 1 have been to
the birthday party
of Emily, turning
five, the birthday
Disney.
"Signs and wonders: Jesus is party ofMax,turnLord over greater Orlando...that ing eight or
Walt Disney is theMessiahand his nine..."
minions thechristened stewardsof
Hailed as the
this place," McGrath grandly be- new poet of psychologicalpopculgan to the snickers in the crowd.
The laughter heightened as ture, McGrath's McGrath poses withhislatestbook poetry,FloridaPoems. Thepoems
of
McGrath reached the core,andthe poems revealed a
wereinspiredby the urban tropics ofhis resident state, Florida.
message of his poem took flight surreal quality of

The Creative Writing program
and Counterbalance Poetry have
alreadyplanned morereadings for
this winter and spring and hope
that future events will provide
studentsand professors withexistential delight and profane laugh-

visit wascoor-

dinated by the
Creative Writ-

balance Poetry
a nonprofit organization, become an MFA graduate of Cowhich spon- lumbia University.

TO THE USERS OF SU-ONLINE

\jJts YQUR'tiiifz

We heard you;

n

]■

SU-Online's search engine has been enhanced!
Want to try this 'new & improved'

version?

S Go to SU-Online

London
Paris
Amsterdam
Madrid

$350
$397
$437
$436

$431
San JoseC.R. ...$566

Frankfurt

Fares are round-trip. Restrictions
may apply. Tax not included. fIHB

(www.suonline.edu)

S Click on 'Search for Classes'

BUDGETHOTELS

■ Some

hints once you
1. Required elements:

Jj"8little a>
G^j&
<^

S

#W

get

there:

The term code (click on the QUARTER one

=

02SQ)

A WIGHT!!!

S

tfKAk,.

The submit button (scroll to the bottom &
click)

WSSSffSSf

2. New Options:
S

MfeynTlTRAVEL 1
4341 University Way I\IE
20e.833.5D00

Search by school (e.g., Arts & Sciences)
■S Search by department (e.g., Enlish)
S Search by days (On what days can you take
classes?)

I

j

"/

Search by comment key words (use the dropdown menu)
■S Search by credits (Do you need a class for
only 1 credit?)
3. Need more instructions? click on fag
at the top of any screen
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido.That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Culture: the evolution of the African-American spirit relived
From the front page

The starkest contrast of the show denominator."Kirkland said.
came during the second half, after
But that may be partly to the
distraught
thatis still fought today
River" a piecereflective of African manyofthe audience membershad
spicy
wings
feasted on the
Buffalo
with some blacks past.
slave culture.
"My history is still an unsolved
"The poetry was wonderful. and delicious sweat and sour meatThey each did different parts of balls set out for the night. Junior mystery," Kirkland said.
However, the light that burned
Phenomenal Women.'" Shannon Tapuwa Dandato along with his
from
president,
dancing
image
said.
created
an
the candles that lit the atrium
partner,
Jackson. ASAD
They drifted from spoken word of hope as well as sorrow as their spoke of the black persons" soul,
to song hack to spoken word, with two bodies moved in and out with one that will continue to burn
ease, while tellingthe story of Afpassion and fear fromdays of slave regardless.
"It'snot oftenin society you find
rican-American women standing trading.
Black people have to lorget the black groups that come together to
up for themselves.
past and whitepeopleown do something positive." Brooks
what happened in said.
The energy progressed throughpast as the past shapes
the future," Dandato out the night, slowly getting bigger
and louder, culminating with the
explained.
image
The
ofblack and "Steppers" from the University of
whiteskinintertwinedwas Washington. The tradition dates
a powerful statement back to the 1950s where it became
towards Umoja (Unity). popular in fraternities and sororiThe simple image, weare ties.
all part of one. The show
"It's symbolismof whattheblack
did attack the lifestyle of culture struggled through in
some blacks today, but slavery." UW's Solynn McCurdy
how there is hope to still said.
move into a place where
Each group that participates in
they can succeed and Steppinghastheirownuniquestyle:
for Phi Beta Sigma it was the sixJeremy Edwards/Photo editor break stereo types.
ThepttirofAfrican-American andCaucasian "You sold your soul to inch blue and whitecanes that they
dancers representunity between the races. the lowest common slapped against the floor, echoing

fto

through the vastness of the atrium
only muffled slightly by their clapping under the leg on their shoes.
The energy didn't stop, even after
the show was over as the dance
floor was opened up with music

well as Black History Month, and
to pay tribute to great leaders and
inventorsthat werepasted ontothe

walls of the atrium.
The event wasa success Tor Associated Students of African Defrom DJ Kid Reign. Attendees cent (ASAD). even though attenproved that they could make some dance was small due to invitations
rhythm of their own, encouraging not being sent out to alumni beeveryone todance."lt'snice tohave cause of a lack of funds in the
'
an event whereall the black people club's account.
come together and chill." sophoASAD didn't let this hiccupdismore Simba Rusike said.
rupt the night. It was a night lo
The event was a chance to come celebrate life, history and the extogether and celebrate culture as istence ofculture.

International dreams fly high with Study Abroad
Nicole Retana
Nc'(('S

Editor

Study Abroad Programs
French-in-France,

German-in-

Germany and Latin American
Studies are three study abroad
programsthatSU annuallyprovides.
These courses provide students
ations the opportunity to study al- majoring in French. German and
Spanish theopportunityto fine tune
most anywhere in the world.
Unfortunately, the majority of their accents and experience the
students are unable to take nuances of culture.
advantage of this fortuitous
Financially, these programs are
situationbecause either they have more appealing because they hapnever heard of the programs or pen fall, winterandspring quarters
believe the costs will be too when students areassured that their
loans, grants and scholarships will
outrageous.
What they do not know is that cover the costs.
Exchange Programs
SU hasdevelopedseven programs
that willmaketheirdreamsofstudy
Forthosewho arenot necessarily
abroad more realistic than they majoring in a foreignlanguage.SU,
throughcollaboration with sixother
think.
For the past 25 years, Seattle
University has provided students
ofall disciplines andfinancialsitu-

universities, enables students to
study in Austria, Japan, Korea.

France and the Netherlands.
Two programs at the University

of Caen,France and the University
of Maastrich. Netherlands

are

specially designed for business
students to get a taste of world

economics und traditions.

are not credit courses. They are
Study Tours
Austria and England. China and "programs thai allow students to
Tibet, France. Ireland, Israel and learnaboutthe worldwhilegiving
Turkey. Italy. Nicaragua and back to its globalcommunity."
Usually scheduledduring winter
Englandare some of the study tour
destinations.
Although this option tends to he

more financially binding, study
toursareanattractiveoptionbecause
there is not any language study

Exchange programs allow
students to stretch their overseas prerequisite.
stayanywhere from one quartertoa

full year without the headachethat
normally accompanies the process
of credit transferring.

According to the SU's Study
Abroad website, through this program, students will recieve full
credit for whatever courses they
pass with a 2.0.

Thesecourses are short term (2-3
weeks) and, according to the
website,

"have a disciplinary or

interdisciplinary focus and usually
satisfy requirementsin the major or
university core."
Service Programs
Unlike study abroad programs
andservice tours, serviceprograms

or spring break, ihcse programs
provide students the opportunity
to travel to Belize. Ecuador, and
India.On top of that. Habitat for

Humanityalsosponsorsuprogram
every spring with a destination
that varies with each year.
Consortia Agreements
Because SU realizes that is is
impossible for one institution to
design programs that meet
everyone's situation, they have
joined forces withotherorganizations around the world to provide
students with a larger range of

possibilities.
The only downfall to
this option is that while
SU can transfer credits,
only state and federal financial aid apply, meaning students leave their
SU grants, loans and
scholarships on their way
out the door.
Affiliate Prnj;raiii.s
For those who like to
slay inside the lines, affiliate programsoffer students the chance to study
inAustralia. England, Ireland. New Zealand, and
Scotland without the
hassles of cultural and
language barriers. However, it is important for
students to confirm that
both their financial aid
and credits will accompany them across internationalholdersahead ol
time.
For more information.
please visit the Study
Abroad website at

www.seatlleu.edu/urtsci/
sludyabmad.
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News
U.S. reverting back to it's racist roots says author
6

BRODY SORENSON

Staff Reporter
LastThursday,Dr. James Banks
approached the podium at Shaffer
Auditoriumand delivered amemorable speech aboutracism in society today.
Dressedina dark suit, gold wirerimmed glasses and a confident
posture. Dr. Banks addressed the
predominantlywhiteaudience that
had gathered to hear him.
The message Dr. Banks delivered was loudandclear: "I wantto
teach students to know, care, and
take action against racism."
Dr. Banks began his lecture by
speaking about past actions of the
United States during times ofcrisis
and wartogive his

of
students and professors a mental

ing times of war and crisis.
How isit thatin a free democratic
society,Japanese Americans were
forced to report to war camps for
committing no crime other than
beingbornof a particularethnicity?
The ironic part about WWII internment camps wasthatthe schools
inside the camps taught the Japanese-American children that the
United States stands for freedom
and democracy.
"Wherever Igo Iwillalwaysbe
a loyal American," is a patriotic
statement used during WWII.
Does being a loyal American include being loyal when locked inside the same camps where people
are stripped of their freedom?
"Freedom,democracyand equal-

similarstance toward for—
eigners Afghans in particular.
Patrick Buchanan illustrates the American

fear of immigrant invasion in his new book. The
Death of the West.
Dr.Bankselaborated by
breaking down and explaining Buchanan's use
of words such as "death"
and "invasion."
The West is not dying,
it is simply changing and
gainingdiversity.
Inhisbest-sellingbook,
Buchanan refers to current immigration in the
United States asan "invasion," which implies
immigrants arenot like

audience

"Knowing is not enough.
People need to reconstruct

us and are unwanted.

After hisspeech.Dr.Banks signedcopies ofhislatestbook,TheDeathofthe West.

their knowledge by reading and
educatingthemselves tomake sense
Using this frame
of our current situation."
Dr. Banks conMost peopleknow when someimage
oneis being treated unfairly and do
structed an
genuinelycare,but theydo not take
by referring to the
Indian removal of
action.
the 1930s and
Dr.Banks concludedhis talk by
emphasizing
thatactionis the most
Americancomponents.
important
Japanese
worry."
changed.
53%.
Sodon't
of
thethree
current
Every American needs to take
internment during
The mostly white audience
Dr. Banks kept telling the audiDr.
Banks
World War II as
laughed at his joke, but under- encethe onlyway tomake a change action, because being neutral is a
examples.
sign of the past. Not taking action
stood the seriousnessofhismes- is to take action.
Comparingtheseexampleswith ity," Banks pointedout, "are great sage.
"In this timeof crisis and war," proves Americans have not proDr. Banks continued on with his Banks repeated once again, "we gressed towards eliminating racthe United States' post-Sept. 11 sources of hope and prosperity,but
ism sincethe beginningofthis great
message by explaining the differ- need to rethink America."
condition helped demonstrate his action is required."
point that racism existed and reByrethinkingAmerica,Dr.Banks country.
Dr.Banksmade comparisons be- encebetween overt racismand what
mains a problemin society today. tween these past events and our he calls a "Ph.D. racist," or "Neu- is once again referring tohis theme
"Life islike a deckof cards. You
frame

According to statistics intro- racism on their sleeves.
"Ph.D. racists" are even worse
duced by Dr. Banks, the
Caucasian populationis decreas- than overt racists, according to
Banks, because they are educated
, ingtheir knowledge by reading-3 "Being the minority scares individuals who know wrong is
white people," Banks said. being done and sit by passively.
and educating themselves "Don't
worry," Banks said in a
Thisis thekind ofracism that has
comical voice,"in the year 2350 plagued theUnitedStatessince this
to make
of
the Caucasian race willstill be at country was born and needs to be

sense our
situation/
James

By referring to these tragic,historical events. Dr. Banks high-

lighted thetensionbetweendemocracy and freedomin America dur-

current "timeof crisis andwar" and
warns of similar reactions.
He argues thatafter the Sept. 11
tragedy, Americans have taken a

tral Liberal."

of "knowing, caring and taking ac-

get what youare dealt,but youplay

them how ever you want," Dr.
Skinheadsareanexampleofovert tion."
"Knowingis notenough," Banks Banks said, leaving the audience
racism because they willcarry out
blatant racial acts and wear their said. "People need to reconstruct with something to think about.

Hello! Is anyone reading this?!
How many times do we have to tell you
Journalism and Public Relations majors that
we want you to write for us?
You can make this easy on the both of us
just by calling The Spectator(2o6) 296-6470.
We're waiting...
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Vancouver Film School

VFS offersfull-time programsin film,new media, 3D animation and digital effects, sound

design forvisual media,2d animation,acting, writing and make-up for film and television.

Theremaybe as fewas tenschools in the worldthatgraduate students with proficiencies
at a standard ashigh as VFS.These schools typically take fouryears todo it.
VFS is the only school to accomplish thefeatin oneyear.
Call1-800-661-4101emailregistrar@vfs.com or visit www.vfs.com
Suite 200- 198 West Hastings Street,Vancouver BCV6B IH2

change wiffloutnotice
Pricesinclade round-trip«ir. accommodations and may include ground transportation Rates are suiiiect to
Alt prices arebased on airfare from SEA Prices do not include taxes.
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Women's basketball loses #1 playoff seed
BRIAN JOHNSON

Staff Reporter

GoingintoSaturday night'sgame
against Seattle Pacific University,
the Redhawks held their destinyin
their own hands.

with pointscoming in bunches and
the Redhawks needing to sustain
defensive intensity inorder to prevail.
SU traded baskets with the Falcons to open up the second half.

It wascertainlyataleoftwohalves ous contest betweenthe schools, a

for the Redhawks, as they didnot one-point victory'earlierin theyear.
bringthe same intensitythey started
Last Thursday sgamelooked 1ike
the game with to the second half of it wouldgodown to thelastminute,
play.
as the teams were trading baskets
"We did not play for 40 minutes early in the first half.

Lloyd established herself

Win, and remain thenumber one

early, scoring
seedamong NAIA West indepen- SU'sfirstpoints
dents— which wouldallow them to in thehalfwith a
host next week's regional tourna- powerful post
—
ment. Or lose which, combined movedown low.
with a win by NorthwestNazarene

second half.
"I think we are going to get it
togetherbefore theplayoffs,"Lloyd
said. "Everybody understands that
we have not playedhardenough in

the second half of these last four
games. We need to take that and
work hard in practice, so when it
comes to the playoffs, that should
be out of our system."

Quick stats

giving them the
lead by 14 with
10 minutes left.
The Redhawks Coach DaveCox(center) strategizesin thehuddle duringtheRedhawks69-60 loss to SPU.
would never recover from theFalcons outburst, as tonight, and whenyou areplaying a
The Wildcats were pounding the

they cut the lead to seven on three
separateoccasions but couldnot get

top-ranked team like SPU you're
not going to win with that kind of

any closer. Every time the
Redhawks got close, the Falcons

effort," Lloyd said.

wouldhit a huge baskettobreak the
momentum.

Lloyd finished the game with a
team-high 18 points, whileWelton

The Redhawks previous game
matched them up against the Central Washington University Wildcats.

finished with 13 points and eight

The Wildcats entered the game
riding a seven-game win streak, but

rebounds.

the Redhawks had won the previ-

ball downlow to their post players,
while the Redhawks were scoring
from the outside.
The Wildcats rebounding abilitiesallowedthem to takeasix-point
lead into halftime, though, as they
were able to"control the offensive
boards and convert easy baskets.
To beginning ofthe second half
saw the Redhawks go completely

During the Redhawks' fourgame losing streak, the team
has twiceallowed three
players to score indouble
figures for the opposing team,
and twice allowed four
double-figure scorers.
TheRedhawks' remaining
opponentshave a combined

record of 27-50. Fiveof the
Redhawks' last six opponents
(discounting tournament
games) are in the bottomhalf

of the GNAC standings.

2002 RA Selection:

Searching £or

-

Apply today to be a zoos 2003 Resident Assistant!!
Applications available NOW at
all Residence Hall Service Desks,

**
theResidence Life andHousing
Office, andthe Campus
Assistance Center

Candidates will have
.„

—

*"the Oroiip Process onSaturday,
-,

-.-

West Inde-

different team when it came to the

partof a 16-2 run

<<J^»T

TheWildcatsendedupoutscoring
the Redhawks 33-16 in the second
half to take an easy victory.Lloyd
scored II of the Redhawks' 16
points in the second half and finished the game with 17 points.
TheRedhawks havenow lostfour
games in a row and are the number
two seed for the NAIA

TheFalcons an-

jtji

had problems penetrating the Wildcats' defense.

pendent playoffs. In all four losses
the Redhawks have not played a
complete game and looked like a

University wouldput theRedhawks swered back
down to the number two seed and with some outallow NNU to host the tournament. side shooting
The Redhawksopenedup Satur- and the game
day night's game playing like a was tied 37-37
team that wanted to win, jumping with 15 minutes
on SPU early with great shooting left to play
and defensive intensity. Junior forThe Falcons
ward Cal-Jean Lloyd brought the picked up their
crowd to life when she flexed her defense after
muscles after blocking a shot. The that, scoring 13
Redhawks offense seemed to feed straight pointsas
off of their defensive effort, as
Marisa Young hit two three-pointers togiveSUa15-6 leadtostart the
game.
TheFalcons wereable toholdoff
the Redhawks' initial attack, and
put together 11 straight points to
claim a two-point lead halfway
throughthefirsthalf.TheRedhawks
ended thehalf onan 8-0 run,utilizing the fast break toget easy transitionbaskets. Youngpushed theball
upcourt and found Leah Welton
open on two separate possessions
tor three-pointers, giving the
Redhawks a 31-30 halftime lead.
Thegame wasclearlyone ofruns,

cold, as they

to participate

March9 and an interview with 2
senior staff members.

©^©(liftfß®
«**«f*V

ft®

Wednesday, February zo
Upper Bunk (SUB)
12:00pm Noon
,^^___^_^^_^^^^^^

*

For more info,contact a current
Re dent A^stamt^ Residence Hail
Director or visitthe Residence lifeand
Housing Office in117BellarmineHall
(x63os)

Applications Due Friday, March l
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fvnen they first met at theQuad before the

butt's out of this u/opld

JL ..J/Jgwtfi Pham, StaffReporter

Phil saw his shadow recently, which mean!
that this groundhogmeteorologist has predict^
more dark, cold winter days for weeks to comei
While most of the country may shudder ana
cringe at thisoutlook, thenewsshouldsimply roll

off the waterproof skinof most Seattleites. Big
whoop. Think again— actually it is apretty big

Grave in fact.
Happy Valentine's Day. Today marks the
halfway point ofa very
— long quarterforthose—of
us who are flyingsolo inother words,single
andhavehad to watch couples peck and cooat
each other like lovebirds since January. While
there isnothingparticularlydevastating aboutthe
dreary weather forecast, it is the fact that the
EVAN PHAM / STAFF REPORTER
winter doldrums willbe driving more and more
Love
connection?
Or slump?
unknowingSU students into new relationships
spines.
send
shiversup
our
that should
anddown
Now Iam neither a relationship expert,nora psychology major, however, as a senior, I
have watched enough relationshipsblossom and witheraway over the past four years to
notice adangeroustrend. Forlack of abetter name,Iwillcall it "theWinter Slump-Spring
Fling" cycle.
How do youtell ifyouor someoneyouknowhas contracted"theSlump?" Basically, it
starts with a period of depression, followed by some mild irritability and finally rash
behavior. Warning signsinclude dartingeyes,erratic laughter and extraordinarilybad pickup linesthat only TomGreene woulddare use. Single studentsstruck by "the Slump" are
attracted toalmost anything that movesand quick to commit to relationships just toend the
boredom. "The Slump" is a copingmechanism, a means to cuddle and aneasy way to get
by during thelonely winternights.
Thereis no real cure forthis illness. Most individualsdo eventuallyrecover from"the
Slump" come.springbreak. As the sunbeginsto peek through the overcastskiesand warm
the faces ofthese unlikelycouples, eachpersondiscovers what ahuge mistakehe/she has
made during Winter Quarter.
With the prospect of more daylight and opportunities for Ultimate Frisbee, there also
becomes an abundanceof SUpeople that nobody hasever seenaround before,popping out
allover campus,makingthe cliche "more fish in the sea" quite apropos. The sunlight, like
alight bulb turnedon insidethosestricken with"the Slump." fills theirheads withquestions
like. "Why amIwitha girllike her?" or "Whatdid Isee inthis guy?"Suddenly^ isn'tso bad
to be single and on the prowl again. With this transition, the "Spring Fling"phase of the
romantic cycle is initiated, whenrelationshipsand cuddling areno longer such a priority
This winter, beware of "the Slump" and stay away from normally unnecessary or
unwantedromantic relationships. Do not rush into anything when your sensibilities and
rationalityhave beendebilitatedby thewinterweatherand cabinfever. If youareable towait
it out, once Spring comes full bloom, you will not only avoid having to break up with
someone,you willalsobeoneofthemysterious "new" SU faces that everyguy/girl willwant
to date.
With that said, if you find yourself single and unattachedthis Valentine's Day, do not
despairbut rejoice. Most of the couplesyousee are probablysuffering from "the Slump" and
deserveyour utmost sympathy.

.

relationshipssincefreshman year at SU.
Noelle Parlicr, Electrical Engineering
and Physics, I'irgo
February 14 may be about the comvFavorite features: Eyes
mercializationof love, but just because
»
Goodqualities to have:Nice, easy to
youmay not have someone special to call
to, caring, considerate,good
talk
Valentine does not mean that youhave to personality
take this onesitting down. In an effort to ¥ Datingphilosophy: To have and
Just fun
fight "the Slump" and encourage more meet newpeople along the way.
"Spring Fling" tendencies,TheSpectator V Datinghistory: Had oneserious
recruited eightsingle students looking to relationship a year ago.
meet new people and have a fun time.
They were each set up on blinddatesand
Matt andNoelle had seen each other
individuallyreported back after the big around campusbut never
date. Below are profiles on the singles actually talked. He saidit
(thank you guys for being such good
surprise
sports!) and some details from their
randomwinter rendezvous.Enjoyandbe
inspired to end the SU slump.
jf

Blind Date

Matt Sanderl, Political Science, Virgo
¥ Physicalplusses: Eyes
V Good qualities lo have: Down to earth,

intelligentand funny
v Datingphilosophy: Havefun andmeet
a lot ofpeople— make thebest oflife.
V Datinghistory: In and out of

that

school anddated
periodically atSU.
date. Matt andNoelle wereleft to their
owndevices for evening entertainment.
Kevin and Sarah
"Matt wasreally good about coming up
havemutual friendsbut
withallof the ideas." Noelle said. They
have never really had
had great conversation anddinner at the
the chance to talk or
Broadway Grill, evensharing aslice of
hangout. ThroughThe
peanut butter cup cheesecake for dessert.
SinceNoelle doesn't drink, theyended up Spectator, they were
going to the Bauhaus Coffeehouse only to hooked up with meals
atCucina Cucinaas well
learnthat Matt didn't likecoffee. Sohe
as tickets to see Arnold
orderedKool-Aid.
J
Evan Pham
The two ended up walkingdowntown. Schwarzenegger'snew
Sarah Hagerty (left)and
I
This time it wasNoelle's turn to have the movie atPacificPlace.
I
Kevin Lvbareer (above).
They never made it
greatideas. She suggestedthat theybuy a
disposablecamera to take randompictures to the movie. Sarah was running late. The international girls
on theirdate and find the entranceto the
two met at the Quad and were off in her V Goodqualities to have: Be caring, like
new bridge archingoverthe Convention
roommate's car. SinceCollateral Damage to laugh andkeep him intrigued.
didnot workout, they wentstraight todinner. V Dating philosophy: Learnedthatit's
Center in search of some art on display.
Kevin, wholoveseating onthewater,said not a big
"She led me through all these parking
deal andjust to havefun.
bridge
this
thatI've
never
that
the car ride and dinner was not at all V Dating history: Hada relationship in
lots in search of
awkward. He and Sarahhad no problems high school duringsenioryear.
heardabout," Matt said, "we never found
it, but it was fun though."
talkingand learning more abouteach other.
Coincidentally, theyevenordered the same
Aftermaking several wishesina
Michelle Evans,Pre-major,Leo
fountain and swinging togetherona weird dish for dinner.
» Favorite Features: Shoulders
"He runs alot," Sarah laughed. "He told
swing set at the Convention Center, Matt
V Goodqualities to have: Beintelligent
andNoelleended up sittingin lobby at the me about his trip to Las Vegas where he andable to havefun but notbe a total
wouldbeout partyinguntil7 a.m.,thenwake goofoff.
SheratonHotel. Feeling "high-class"in
and go running." Kevin is part of the
fireplacein
ritzy
ofthe
warm
up
front
the
v Dating philosophy: None
hotel,the two chatted some more. The
cross-country team at SU which,by the
¥ Dating history: Hada tvio-year
way,does not sponsor trips toLas Vegasor
night ended with anexchangeofphone
relationshipin high school.
atleast does not advertisethe eventtoo well.
numbers and anembrace. Bothdescribed
After dinner, they triedcatching a movie
it as a nice first date hug.
Michelle's New Yearresolution thisyear
again but itproved difficult to findoneeach
"She's acutie." Matt said."She has a
to be more outgoing with all of her
was
other hadn'tseen already.
great smileanda lot of good energy. 1had
relation-ships.
"The Mothman Prophesies was Sarah's
a good time."
"Usually I'm acoward andthisother way
choice 1 thought weweredoomed at first,
Noellikewise foundMatt very
working for me anymore," shesaid.
wasn't
but it got better," Kevin said.
personableand nice, witha great
It
seems
like it was perfect timing for this
Once themovie was over, the dateended
personality. "It wasMatt's first blind date
since it happened to be a weekday. Sarah blinddate.
ever," Noelle chuckled, "Didhetell you
BlakeandMichelle did not use anyof the
offered to driveKevinhomebut heasked to
that?"
tickets
offered to them by The Spectator
Both seniors seemed to have genuinely be droppedat theConnollyCenter.It wasn't
because
the events weremostly out of the
howSarah hadpictured thedate wouldend.
enjoyed each other's company and
and
difficult to reach by bus. Instead,
way
weights,"
smiled,
although
"He wanted to lift
she
admitted tosome chemistry,
they
opted
to stick close to Broadway.
"so Ilet him off inthe middle ofthe street."
neither Matt orNoelle wouldelaborate.
wentto
meet Michelle in front of
Blake
Kevin,whois neither"huntingnorhiding
They didsay thathangingout in the future
where she was waiting
residence
hall
her
moment,
for a girlfriend" at the
did not
could alwaysbe a possibility.
giggling friends. He
with
several
of
her
only
this
He
their
sources,
mention detail.
described
According to some anonymous
theirinitialawkward
smiled
as
described
he
hug.
He
admits
that
there
quick
good-bye
already
been
some
Matt
there have
and
were "nosparks or fireworks" on the date. encounter.
Noelle sightings together on campus.
Since Michelle had never eaten Indian
"Partofthereasonwhy it was so casualis
Maybe they are justsharing the pictures
cuisine,
Blake suggested eating at The
flirtinggoing
because
wasn't
there
toomuch
from their date...
on," Kevin said.
Maharaja. What started out as agood idea
Insteadofthelittleawkwardone fromthe soon became an interesting situation, when
driver's seat, "Iwouldratherhave givenhim he learned that she was allergic to almost
a full onhug,"Sarah said,"ifIwas standing everything. Even so, they werestillable to
Kevin Lybarger,Electrical Engineering,
outside it would'vebeen more than a 'pat- enjoy the Indian dishes and their
Virgo
conversation.
pat' hug."
¥ Favorite features: Stomach
Our juniorsenjoyedeachother's company
"After thirty minutes there wasa certain
¥ Goodqualities to have: Shouldbe
and had a great dinner. However, their comfortablefeeling...Michelle issoengaging
sophisticated, athletic and easygoing.
chemistry at thispoint is tepid,peakingonly and receptive," Blake said. "She works in
¥ Datingphilosophy: Datingvariesfrom
at the friendship level.Kevin andSarahboth Purchasingforthe school,sowe talkedabout
person toperson, there aren'tdefined
had no expectations going into the blind how sheiscurrentlybuyingallofthecouches
precepts.
date. While both said that they wouldbe for the new Student Center."
¥ Datinghistory: Not much ofa dater;
open to spending time togetherinthe future,
"Blake's a big traveler, Michelle said
longest relationship wasfour months.
it will probably not be in any romantic withadmiration, "he wantstogo to Indiaand
context.
Africa, and plans to join the Peace Corps
Sarah Hagerty, Mass Communications/
"I'dgo out withhim j|
after school." Blakealso jusl
Public Relations,
again if he asked me,^
returned toSUfromspending
Aquarius
andifit wasn'tset upby I
the fall quarterofthis yearin
¥ Favorite features:
The Spectator" Sarah%
Hands
said playfully. "Given j
v Goodqualities to
the circumstances, if
have: Confidence
anyone could find mea
withoutegoism,
single,tall,straight guy,
compassionateand
I'm OK."
able to makeher laugh
Datingphilosophy:
Give guys a chancebut

—

...

*

first impressions are

lastingones.'
vDatinghistory: Had
EvanPham / Staff Reporter
serious three-year
Vfatt Samierl (left) and relationship high
in
(above).
Soel Parlier

Blake Hodgin,
French, Pisces
¥ Favorite features:
Eyes andslimbody;
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'Michelle
Evans (above)

andBlake Hogdin.

Features
Grenoble,

France.
Which is
why he
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I'mgood enough, I'm smart enough, and
qoshdarn it...
Bx AngelaMorel. Staff Writer

suggested
that they go

Valentine's Day^jbieant to be*filled with love and the fulfillment of
thoseromantic
dreams thatnever materialize onnormal days,like basking
the
glory
of some pefnKtperson that you just happened tostumble upon
French in the
on
out ofPigotts)r perhaps overa seemingly uneventful double
your
way
movie,
However,
thehyped-up expec^Baons and the reality of this
cappuccino.
,
Amel ic
Isually don't meet our soul
playing at holiday don't always go hand and
Pigott,
overt^puccinos
weare all usually too
way
outof
and
t
h c mate onthe
people
don't
contemplatingwhy
busy
Talitha Seymour
we
meet
outside
of Pigott to notice
Egyptian
prospective
around.
oh-so-single
dates
those
folks out there,
any
FoigJH
Theatre.
day
a
Valentine's
is
that
the
intentof
lovey-dovey
from
diverg^pightly
movie,"
Blake
"It's a warmanddelightful
chalk hearts efgfi<*ie feels the need to hand out.
cupid
and
those
damn
saying
that
it
was
agreed,
said. Michellealso
But all of you disappointed singles, don't throw away yourperforated
one thebest movies that she had seen in a
Winnie the Pooh or GI Jogflfclentines let! This feeling of dread and
while.
inadequacy is completelyunnecessary. For aiougjjith thggeperfect, tanIt was around midnight when themovie
in-the-middle-of-winter,J. Crew-attired cpuplftft tkif irr earnother'sbest
let out. Since it wasa Wednesday, they
you toocan celebrate Valentine's witligmiiuHwAappiness. All
accessary,
decided to call it anight and walkedback to
one has to do is shiftthe meaning of thedaf a little, whilestill keeping true
campus. At the entrance to the uppermall
to the basic root of love.
near the Madison entrance, Blake and
So itfyou are alone this year, make Valentine's a celebration of loving
Michelle parted ways.
life and the thingsinit.Ft isnotonlya goodman or woman thatmakes
your
"Itwas awkwardstandingthere,"Michelle our lives happy, but a million other things make us smile every day. I
recalled. They said goodbye but there was suggest
ia?u fill your love quota by looking at your daily routine and
no kiss, nohug, and nohandshake.
recognizingall the waysthat your life is notonly gloridus, but gloriously
Blake saidhehad a fun night, that "it was single. Here is just a sample:
a perfectly innocent, not too much, not too
see

handle

little."

"He's a gentleman, a real nice guy,"
Michellesaid. Ifthere wereto haveany sort
of relationshipit wouldhave tocome much
later after a friendship.Michelleand Blake
have similarly decided thatthere wasnosort
ofromantic chemistry on theirdate. While
both wouldbemorethanhappy togettogether
again as friends, it seems likethe two arenot
too compatible.
"She's a city girl,and I'm a rural boy,"
Blake explained.

Aries
*TalithaSeymour.Pre-major,
Favorite Features:Smile andheight

V Goodqualities to have: Have similar

moral values, agoodheart andmake her
smile
V Datingphilosophy: None.
v Datinghistory: Had a serious threeyear relationshipin highschool.
Talitha was supposed to meet her dateat
the Quad early Sunday morning, to catch a
matinee at the ACT theaterdowntown. She
waited for about thirty minutes buthe never

<3ii»l*: Start at your bathroom.Stare blissfully at the toilet seat, the one
that is sitting right on top of thebowl. Theone that hasbeen down for as
longas you can remember, theone that wouldneverlet youfallinafter you
stumbled dreamily upon whatissupposed tobe a toilet with the seatdown.
Next, goto your television,look straight intothe screen. What do yousee?
A lovingthing thatgives you"E! TrueHollywood Stories"and"Seinfeld"
reruns. Youcanappreciate yourTV as the giver ofentertainment gifts, not
the minion of the devil that blares football when you are trying to have a
conversationor theobstacle that keeps your boyfriend frombeing ontime
as soonashehears those magicalmeddlingwords;"The Simpsons."While
you are there, look at your VCR. Have you everhad to take a porn out of
there beforeyou couldslip in your tape of Wayne's World?Ofcourse you
haven't. After takingas longas you want topick an outfitand put on your
makeup, venture out ofthe house.Look at the car parked on the street: is
thereanyonenext toyou shouting themakeandyearofthe car, forcingyou
tonod as ifyougive a rat'sass? No,becauseyouarea footlooseand fancyfree girl. Continue walkingand go down to the Market, browsein allthe
stores for as long as you want, stare shamelessly at (he fish throwersand
buy somecottagecheese.Takeyour time as youheadbackupthe hill, there
is no game on that would hurry your arrival home on this beautiful day.
Stop at a nice restaurant for dinner, order your favorite dish and eat it all
by yourself in peace. You don't have to worry that an unauthorized,
invading fork stab,shooting from across the table, will take the best part
of your meal.Go home, get in bed and don't eventhink ofanother way to
say you have a headache. Just go to sleep.

8oy$: Of course annoying habits are not limited to your fine gender. I
recognizethatgirls, too,can be prettyfreakingobnoxious.So in yourquest
for love,start at thebasics. Reachinto your underwear drawer — better yet,
showed.
just look into it and try to remember the last timeyou had to take a clean
Shecalled The Spectator that afternoon, pair ofthose out. With nomom or girlfriend to utterly
grossed out by
be
asking what she should do. Always this,
youcan change them as infrequently as you want. Now go into your
resourceful, it was suggested that she find
living room and gaze lovingly at the phone. You can look freely at it
anotherguy.Luckily forme, shealreadyhad without that naggingsuspicion
that someone is going to be upset if you
onein mind:herboyfriend.
don't pick it up and call her three times a day. When you step into your
Huh?
bathroom, noticeyourtoiletseat,perchedbeautifully,vertically upso you
It seems thatthenightbefore,after Talitha never have to makethat extra effort to insure a
clean shot. Next, wearing
had agreed to go on the blind date, a friend whatever clothesyou trippedover first when you got out of bed,
venture
she had been spending a lot of time with out of thehouse. As you walk along,stop at a (lower store. Smellthebuds
admittedthathehad feelings for her.
and appreciate their
"There's areason things go as theygo,"
beauty withouthavingto
Talitha said, admitting that being stood up
calculate
which
really "helpedto define ourrelationship and
arrangement would get
get an establishmentof expectations."
her toforgive youas you
So eventhoughtheblinddate fellthrough,
promise that you will
Talitha did end up going on the date and
never belate again when
madeuse ofTheSpectator'stickets. Sheand
"The Simpsons" are on.
her new boyfriendalso spent the rest of the
Go to the movietheater.
afternoon together andhave been "taking it
What do you want to
dayby day" eversince.
watch?Noreally,youget
Outofall thedates that wereorchestrated,
to pick, there is no Meg
Ryan flick that you will
hers istheonlyonethatresultedinaromantic
outcome. Talitha,theentirecampussincerely
be forced to sit through
hopes thatit lastsandis not a resultofhaving
because you correctly
interpreted
"the Slump." If so, you know what to do
your
girlfriend s statement of
once spring rolls around...
"let's make sure to pick
As for the freshman guy who supposedly
stoodTalithaup, that was not actually what something we both agree on" as "we are going to see the movie Iwant
happened. The e-mailTheSpectator sentto anyway so let'snot waste any more timepretendingIam trying tobefair."
him was returned a day later, showing that After the movie, make your way home as fast as your legs can carryyou.
thewrongemailaddress hadbeenused. Too Nobody is forcing you to "window shop" on the way back as they
bad it didn't work out for him. but maybe contemplatebuyinga pairofshoesthat look suspiciously likethe ones they
have onas well as the other20 pairs in their closet. Walk intoyour house,
fatesteppedin...
drink the milk out ofthe carton andleave thedoor open when yougo to the
bathroom. When you getinbed youdon'thave to talk, justspreadout,fallasleep
and snore loud enough to vibratethewalls.
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Welcome to the Redhawks fall short in
Winter Olympics tough home contests
AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Editor

guard Nick Johnson scored eight Peterson, finishing with 11
pointsapiece in the second half,and
Two nights later, the Redhawks
the Falcons eventually won, 72-46. faced only a slightly easier oppoAfter losing all four games of a
"That's a team that can win the nent in Western Washington. The
Chocula Box!" So much for three-stateroadtrip, theSeattleUni- national championship," SU head Vikings cameinto the gameranked
versitymen'sbasketballteamfaced coach Joe Callero saidafterwards. third in the Great Northwest AthWheaties.
Every Olympics has its share of the rudest of homecomings, losing "They can hurt you in so many letic Conference, behind SPU and
heart warmingstories, andthisweek by an average of 20 points to con- ways."
HumboldtState.
has been no exception. Which is ference powers Seattle Pacific and
TheFalconsforced theRedhawks
Onceagain SU keptitclosein the
into 19 turnovers, the team's high- first half,trailingbyjust three at the
great for NBC execs, who wouldbe Western Washington last week.
utterly lost if they had to base their
The Redhawks came out firing est total since theycoughed theball break.
SPU, taking three-pointers up 24 times in a 36-point loss to
something
against
But theRedhawks came undone
coverage on
crazy like
the sports themselves.
on their firstfour ofin the second,nevergetPerhaps the best story of these fensive possessions
ting closer than three
Olympics so far is that of French and taking a 9-4 lead
and losing 76-61.
JOHN BOYLE
skier Carole Montillet, who won after Steve Roberts
Jacob Stevenson
Sports Columnist
the women's downhill on Tuesday hit a trey two minscored 19 to leadWWU.
11of themcoming from
(sorryif I'veruined the surprise for utes into the game
I think I'm going to vomit.
anyone still waiting for NBC's riSU kept up with
the free throw line. AJ
As I get set to start my Winter diculously delayed coverage to theFalconsformuch
Giesa scored 16, and
Olympics column, there is a Rus- catch up and show this event). of the first half, and
Mike Palm finished
sian figure skater in an obnoxious Montillet had never won a World garnered their bigwith 1 1.
silver jacket thrusting his hips to Cup downhill coming into the race gest leadwhenBrian
SU was led by
Michael Jackson's "Billy Jean." I andhad earlierdedicated her race in Johnson hit two free
Peterson and Lyons,
really don't know if Ican take any Salt Lake to her fallen team leader throws to put them
who each scored 14.
more of this sport. Sitting here Regine Cavagnoud, who died in a up 25-17 with 8:55
Peterson again started
watching this performance, I can training accident last October.
to play.
hot in the first half but
almosthearBart SimpsonproclaimHowever, SPU
Friday's opening ceremony was
was shut down in the
JEREMY EDWARDS /PHOTO EDITOR
ing,"Ididn'tthink that it wasphysi- alsoanemotional event,highlighted began a rally mere Kyle Vesseytakes it to thehole on SPU'sEricSandrin. Vessey second,scoring just two
cally possible, but this both sucks by the presenceof the World Trade seconds later,as for- was
heldscoreless, buthad six rebounds inSU's 72-46loss. in the final 20 minutes.
and blows."
Center flag, as well as the torch ward Yusef Aziz
The Redhawks are
Figure skating has already been being lit by the entire 1980 U.S. scored nine of his 13 points in the Northwest Missouri on Dec. 1
back on the road for the next two
blemishedin theseOlympics.After hockeyteam that shockedtheworld final8:44 of thehalf to put SPUup
'The game was dictated by their games, facing Central Washington
finishing what everyone thought with the "Miracle on Ice" victory. by six at halftime.
defense," Callero said. "They dida tonight and Saint Martin's on SatBryan Peterson scored 15 in the great jobpressuring us and forcing urday.
—
first half to lead SU, connecting on us into some careless turnovers.
Callero said that Peterson the
all six of his field goals,including Their defense is the best I've seen team's second-leading
— scorer with

women's and sweeping the men's

event, prompting 19-year-old silver medallist Danny Kass to say,
"I'm going to be on the Count

.

Does anyone else miss the
good old days where we

two three-pointers.

limited minutes over the road trip,
as he'sbeen bothered by a strained
back and a bad hip.
Thejuniorforwardshouldbe back
in the lineupin timefortheregional
DarnellLyons was the onlyother tournament, which begins next
Redhawk indouble figures besides Thursday in SiouxCity,Iowa.

.

settled our figure skating
differences by hiring a thug

test, finishing with 17.

SPU forward Brannon Stone and

to club the opposition in the
knee with a tire iron?
was the gold medal routine,Canadians JamieSaleandDavidPelletier

13. 6points per game- will see very

on the West coast."

In the second half, though, the
Stone and point guard Maurice
Falcons controlled the tempo and Cato each scored 16 to lead SPU,
neverled by less than eight.
and Johnson finished with 11 Eric
Peterson was held to just two Sandrin,theFalcons' 6-foot-10cenpoints for the remainder of the con- ter,had six pointsand 11 rebounds.

In themen's mogul skiing event,
many hoped and expected American Jonny Moseley to defend his

Tennis: team considers transferring
to new college or rebuildingprogram

weresnubbed by the judges as the
He explains thatJohnson is an
From the front pave
cancellation of the tennis team, but
gold went to Anton Sikharulidze gold medal from 1998. Unfortuman,andthatthere may
incredible
she admits she did think about it.
nately for Moseley, his new trick
and Elena Berezhnayaof Russia.
its tennis team,he thinks the dis"I'malreadyestablished hereand still be a place for him at SU.
This questionable result has led called the Dinner Roll was not
"Before this announcement,we
membering of team might force him Idon't want to pick up and leave
to an inquiry of possibly corrupt enough to get him a medal as he
to think abouttransferring toanother such a great school. However, it set team goalsprior to the season,
judges. It is believed that the Rus- slipped into fourth place. The
school.
wouldbe nice to go toa school that and winningtheregionalchampisian judges may have offered to Americans did not come away
get better this year Imight values its tennis players, which I onshipwas at the topof that list,"
"If
I
help theFrench win theice dancing empty-handed in this event, howJohnson said, who had has been
think aboutit. IfI
don'tplayup tomy fail to see at SU."
eventin returnfor theFrench judges' ever,asMoseley's teammateTravis standards,
Schilperoot explained the stu- aninspiration and a mentor to the
I
won' t leave SU," hesaid.
helpin the pairs figure skating pro- Mayer came through with a silver
He explains that the seniors ex- dents are naturally angry. But cut- team.
gram. Does anyone else miss the medal, earned entirely without a
"After getting over the initial
pected this to be their last year, but ting the team was in thebest intergood old days where we settled our bread product of any sorts.
shock,
Idon't think he decision
the rest ofthe team is in shock.
ests of the team. Schilperoot is unfigure skatingdifferences byhiring
Just when Iwas ready to giveup Freshman Christina Dahlstrom sure of what will happen to coach tocut the programwillaffect our
a thugto club the opposition in the on figure skating altogether, my
drive to accomplish this."
vjsn't planning to leave SU over the BJ Johnson.
knee with a tire iron?
mind was at least temporarily
Winter sports have not seen this changed by the good people at
j^KREISER
much controversy since the 1998 Canadian BroadcastChannel.
Library
Lemieux
A.A.
While warming up for their
Olympics, when Canadian
snowboarder Ross Rebagliati had final figure skating routine, Sale
some issues involvinghis...urn,how andSikharulidzecollided in a hit
Research Paper Clinics
should we say this...full pipe.After that would make most NHL
testing positive for marijuana, defensemen jealous.
The Lemieux Library Reference Departmentwill
us
the
Rebagliati's gold medal in giant
just
CBC didnot
show
offer Research Paper Clinics
slalom was taken away, only to be collision, they gave us multipleFebruary 1 March 1, 2002.
reinstatedafterofficials realizedthat angleinstant replay,overand over
the Whistler native's B.C. bud is again. If seeing two figure skatLibrarians willgiveindividualizedassistancein:
■ Defining your research topic
not exactly what most wouldclas- ers collide isn't good comedy,11|
■ Developingsearch strategies
sify as a performance enhancing don't know what is.
i
■ Utilizing online & printedresources.
!«"*/ a M ETC L^s
drug.
In spiteof the controversyand
nd
Amidst the controversy, there scandal, Iam trying to make the
Sign up at the ReferenceDesk, 2 Floor,
have been plenty of positive mo- most of these Olympics and en-1
Lemieux Library, with a topic inmind.
ments in the firstweek.The Ameri- joy thecompetition (andcarnage).
cans havedominated thesnowboard
-____-_-______.
Now if only someonecan ex-1
We can help.

-

®2^

-

half-pipe event, taking the goldin

plain curling to me, I'llbe set.

"
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Iused to love this game what happened?
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Rebecca Lobo, and P. Diddy.
That being said, All-Star weekend wasn't allbad.
Mason, Wallace and Richardson
pulled off some nice dunks during
the dunk contest. TNT's Kenny
Smith said itbest whenhedescribed
—
Richardson's last dunk a reverse
two-hander that he caught on an
alley-ooptohimself and seemingly
changed his mind inmidair to try a
—
reverse as being so sick it "had
the flu."
AUSTIN BURTON
Wesley Person and Peja
Sports Editor
Star game itself usually sports an Stojakovic put on an impressive
Just a few years ago, All-Star
impressive list of no-shows. Shaq, display during the 3-point contest.
Carter, and Karl Malone skipped However, the next time it goes to
weekend wasa highlight oftheNBA
the game this year due to a conve- overtime, it should be sudden
season.
The rookie game, the 3-point
nient-yet-suspect listofinjuries and death— kind of like HORSE—
wherethe shooter who scoredhighshootout, andthe dunk contest were
family sickness.
est
in the first round gets topick the
Shaq
Malone and
always entertaining. The game itare notorious
to shoot from. If the two finalcake,
spot
funny
icing
skipping
self was
on the
even
for
the game. The
though it had that boring stretch
thing is, Malone would throw a ists had the same score, let the guy
hissyfitifhedidn't get picked,even with the higher percentage for the
from early in the third quarter to
midway into the fourth.
though
he wouldn't play anyway. season pick.
KobeBryant, before he wastoo
The only highlights of Hoop-itTheyonly reason theypickMalone
Butinrecent years,All-Star weekgoodto enter the dunk contest.
end has been a pretty forgettable
is to appeal to the middle-aged Up was Moses Malone throwing
event. The 3-point contest is deThoseguys weregood enough to redneck demographic, so he could elbows at 158-pound WNBA star
cent,but the dunk contest is a shell
Ticha Penicheiro like it was the
avoid the dunker label, and infact at least get on the court and play.
ofits formerself. The league keeps
The three-point contest is fine. 1983 Finals all over again and
thecontestaddedto theirlegend.So
trying to add crap like Hoop-it-Up and then two in the finals.No time I'm not buying that excuse.
I'm glad they finally stoppedplay- Penicheiro was Kareem Abduland 2-Ball, and the All-Star game limits, no music, no ridiculous
The real reason the superstars ing"Wipeout"during every player's Jabbar.
And as usual, Charles Barkley
itself gets more lackluster by the wheel.
don' t want tocompeteis thatnoone turn. The conspiracy theoristmight
they
played it to help the White was untouchable on the mic for
year.
Andcan we please get somebig- wantstoget shownupbya rookie or say
Thispast weekendIcaught most nameplayers in there? Ithought we a benchwarmer, which comprises guys win, since the dunk contest TNT. Seriously, they need to let
of the All-Star Saturday events, but were going somewhere when the majority of dunk contest popu- looks pretty hopeless until Florida Chuck call the All-Star game itself
slept through most of Sunday's
freshman DavidLee gets so he canrip Bill Walton anew afro
game,which theWest won135to the league.(BrentBarry everyyear. Barkley's assesmentof
120.
doesn't count, as his win Cavanagh ("When they say a guy's
Unlike many people, Idon't
came in the Worst Dunk hard-workingitmeans hecan' t play
pathetic.
Hoop-it-Up sucked. Really, it
think the dunk contest should
a lick") was just one of his gems
Contest Ever.)
be scrapped. Itdoes, however,
I'm
see
2-Ball
from Saturday night.
glad
to
The NBA guys played with no sense of
need some revamping.And not
As far as the Philadelphia fans
gone, butthe Hoop-it-Up
in the sense of addingstuff, but
t
booing
JRGENCY, THE
GIRLS WERE FROZEN OUT, needs to go with it. Re- MVP, Bryant after he won the
taking away.
ally,it was pathetic.The
1didn't see the big deal.The
Legends wanted to take over, and NBAguysplayed withno guy did help the Lakers beat the
Firstof all, the wheel needs 'J
to go. By forcing competitors
sense of urgency, the 76ers in theFinals lastyear. Doyou
to use 2/5 of their dunks trying
were just pitiful.
the
WNBA girls were frozen think Tom Brady is gonna be
to recreate ones we've seen
out, the NBA Legends cheeredthe next timehe playsinSt.
done before (and better), the
wanted to take over, and Louis? Will Luis Gonzalez get
NBA is all but admitting that
the celebrities were just cheered in Yankee Stadium next
thecontest'sbestdays arebehindit. Francis, Jerry Stackhouse, Vince lation.
time?
pitiful.
And whilethat may be true, at least Carter, and Tracy McGrady were
Theleaguecouldcombatthis lack
Iknow JustinTimberlake ispopuBut if anyone did boo Kobe for
let us pretend that it isn't.
all in the 2000 competition, but ofstar powerbyhavinga fan pollof lar, but couldn't they have got Will ball-hogging or trying to steal the
If they really want to make guys since then the onlyname competi- who they would want to see in the Smith or somebody? And is Tom spotlight,as the announcersalluded
doold dunks, atleastlet themchoose tor has beenFrancis.
contest.It wouldn't beused to force Cavanagh really the best celebrity to, Iwonder why. Everyone comwhich ones they do. How disapMost ofthe topguys, likeShawn guys to compete,but it makes them they could find for Sacramento's plains about the players lolly-gagpointing was it thatGeraldWallace Marion and Carter, have said that look bad if they chicken out. Just team? If so, they should have just gingduring the game,thentheyboo
and Jason Richardson had to try a they don't enter because they'll be imagine what the dunk contest scrapped the Sacramento team someone who actuallytries. Iknow
Julius Erving-esque dunk fromthe labeled as just dunkers.
wouldhave beenlike this year with (SarunasMarciulionis is not a NBA if Ipaid all that money for a ticket,
free throw line in the finals, when
EveryonecitesHaroldMinerand Bryant, Carter, McGrady, Legend) for a New York team of Iwant tosee some effort.
their creativity should be on dis- Kenny Walker to support their ar- Richardson, Marion, Mason, Latrell Sprewell, Bernard King,
After all, this isn't the Pro Bowl.
play? And as we saw from Steve
Francis whenhe tried todoTerence
Stansbury's "Statue of Liberty"
dunk, there are some dunks that
certain guys just can't do.
Secondly, get rid of the teammate-assisted dunk. These guys
know how to dunk on their own,
and all the teammate does is distract from the dunk itself.
Aside fromthe "jumpoversome—
one" dunk which Desmond Mason totally copped out on this year
(Earl Watson is only 6' 1 and he
—
ducked) can you really remember an assisted dunk that made the
crowd jump out of their seat? The
onlydecent one wasRichardson's
alley-oop fromGilbert Arenas, and
he missed that dunk. Let the guys
jump over someone if they want,
but don't force it upon them.
This year's tinkering wasn't so
—
bad it was better than the "most
dunks in 90 seconds set to music"
—
gimmick they tried a while back
but they need tobringit back to the
old school: eight dunkers, three
rounds, with two dunks per round
and four moving on to the semis

but what about Michael Francis and Darius Miles.
Andspeakingof Miles, what was
Jordan? I don't recall him being
pigeonholed as just a dunker. The exactlyhis deal this past weekend?
same goes forDr. J, Clyde Drexler, He wasn't in the dunk contest and
Dominique Wilkins,Shawn Kemp, was an injury replacement in the
and KobeBryant,allof whomcom- rookie game. Miles is one of the
peted in the contest.
three most popular rookies from
last year,but he wasleft off to make
room for Lee Nailon? Who picks
the rookie game teams anyway?
Houston rookiestandout EddieGriffin wasleft off,but AndreiKirilenko
got thenod?
Like the dunk contest, the Allgument,
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finishes throughout
**Kitchens with natural wood stained cabinets,
frost-free refrigerators,self-cleaning ovens,
built in microwaves, and dishwashers

As one of just two university-level programsoffering

**High speed internet access, satellite,and cable

a master of science degree in acupuncture and

TV available.

training in Chinese herbs, acupuncture and

**Exercise center onsite

modern medical science. Focus your energies

LuxuryCondo styleat apartment prices!

Callfor our Move In Specials!
Leasing office: 206.381.5878
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www.vantageparkapts.com
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Arts & Entertainment

Art Fest invades SU with music, crafts
MELISSA SWEAT

Staff Reportei
Music, .i movie, art. and even
crafts awaitedall at this year's An
host hold this past Monday through

"Drive" are just a few of the many
hits played amongst songs ranging
from the s()s to today.Eric E. even
played a couple songs of his own.
one being a touehingly cute song
about his three boys (son James sat

Wednesday.
Begun three years ago. Art Fest
aims to "bring an artistic flavor to
Seattle University" in the words of
seniorBiolog) major. LisaPascuzzi,
Puscuzzi and others in the Student
Activities Office put together the
event and chose the programming
that comprised Art K-st.
A fun. charismatic performance
by the multi-talented Eric E. was
Ihe first of the Art Fest events. Eric
E.showcasedthis year at theNorthwesl Region NACA conference
where he won overSAC) programmers with his stage presence and
ability to get the crowd into the
music. Eric E. surely lived up to
these expectations.
It was a "coffee house" atmosphere, stage-lights and all, in the
Campion Lobby: warm, friendly.
but w ith plenty of free cookies and
refreshments. All who attended
lookedto enjoy Eric E.s awesome
guitar skillsand request to yell out
a year from the past eight decades
from which he would play a hit
song.
The Eagles' "Hotel California."
Otis Redding's "Satin on theDock
of the Bay." Don McLean's "Miss
American Pie." U2's "Sunday
Bloody Sunday." and Incubus'

performance.
An event that occurs every year
that is surely not to be missed was
the Art Fest Gallery. From 10 a.m.
to ft p.m. on Tuesday, the Upper
Bunk of the Student Union Buildng was turnedinto an
exhibitionof artwork
of all kinds from students, faculty, and
taff.
Some works were
"or sale while others
were simply on dis-

play.
Drawings from senior Michael Balbin,

gallery
All in all. it was a chance lor
members of the SU community to

classes or just hanging out with

nowhere togo. it wasa goodtime to
get all those valentines looking
display their work for their own pretty and ready for giving.
appreciationand the appreTheculminatingeventofArt Fest
as SEAC'sshowing of the
ciation ofothers,
thermore, it w
llmBasquiat. Written and
directed by painterchance to seeanot
Julain
side of the peopl
|sculptor
we pass everyf Schnabcl. starringTony
day at SU
Award-winner Jeffrey
Wright as the late artist
AsStudent FinancialServices
Jean-Michel Basquiui
worker
and
with an emotive perforquilter. Chris

mance from none-other
than David Bowie as

Millspaugh said

Andy Warhol its'
a truly artistic affair.
The film drama-

of the Art Fest
Gallery, "I love
tosee whatother

)hotography from
reshman Ken Mott.
and paintings from people's talents

LUISACUELLAR / LEAD STORY EDITOR

attentively watching his dad)
Two moments tie as highlights:

tizes the memories

taff member Danica are beyond,you
Cullen werejust a few know. I'm a
of the many diverse staff person,
jieces there amongst you're a sturthers' fine works, dent, you're a
ueh as woodcarvings, professor."
Millspaugh |
uilts. beadwork. and
alligraphy.
displayed her
Sophomore Maria gui 11 -wor k
Gregorio had a color- among many othulpaintingondisplay ers. The timeand c

fort

the gallery.

pieces, as well as into the othei
artwork at thegallery wasa definite

Says Gregorio, "I think it was
when Eric E. turnedhis mouth into
an instrument for a fine trumpet better thanlast year.There wasa lot
solo and whenhe took torapping an more variety."
Artists, friends, and appreciators
unmentionableearly90s tune. Both
received great reactions from the gathered in the Upper Bunk for a
audience, though there are far too reception with plenty of good food
many that missed out on the great and goodcompany tocelebrate the

of Basquiat through
Schnabel. who wasa personal friend of the late
rtist and touches on the
lationshipbetweenan artand society, which often
/avers between love and
hate. It also touches on
struggles with the
artist" clussifia
on. perfect combination for Black History Month
and Art Fest.
There was much to hear, see,experience, and create in all that Art
Fest had to offer. And by all means,
the short fest was a success.
But there's alwaysroom formore,
and hopefully more will come out
next year.

Bilack

inhersecondyearasaparticipantin

put

into these

treat.

Another

treat

—

k

in celebration of

the holidayupon us was Valentine's
Day card decorating in the Pigott
Atrium just yesterday.
For students passing between

Shakespeare's mad play explodes at Taproot
Amity egge

The three-buildingset glows with
Borwick us Dromioof Syracuse fluorescent oranges, pinks, blues
Staff Reporter
yells out unnecessarilyin the play, and yellows.The doorof the center
A small neighborhood commu- Antipholusof Ephesus,continually sometimes lacking in range. building is split in half, allowing it
nity theater, the Taproot Theatre, mistakes Antipholus of Syracuse Johnson as Antipholus of Ephesus toslap in the facesofthecharacters.
invites its guests to enjoy an inti- for her husband. Meanwhile yells with anger.
At one point the building opens
expresses
passionate
up
night
comedy.
Antipholus
ofdrama
or
ofSyracusebelievesher
Adriana
the
to reveal a hall and stairs, as
mate
In their first production of the to be a witch forknowinghis name, senses of lust and frustration, love characterschase eachother through
season. Taproot is featuring Will- and falls in love with Adriana's and jealously,in the matterof a few the house, and climb up and down
iam Shakespeare's A Comedy of sister Luciana (Kelly Balch).
sentences.
the balcony on the second floor.
Luciana, on the other hand, anErmrs. a physical comedy about
Meanwhile the townspeoplecanThe costumes varied in colors.
twosets oftwins who are separated not figureout theconfusion, asbusi- noyinglyscreeched heropinions,in The only annoying flaw of the set
character of a younger was during the first scene when the
at birth.
sister, about her
Themadand entertaining play delivers
Adriana'sunusual situa spice to Valentine
ations.
romance, withtheimThe intimacy of the
theater is highlighted
pulsiveandhumorous
by the small rectangurealitiesof brokenrelar stage, which is surlationships and misrounded by seats on
construed love.
The ston begins
three sides. The first
« nli the merchant
row of seats on each
Egeon (Douglas
side sits very close to
Mocning) relatinghis
the stage, which is eldisastrous tale ol ;
evated only a few feet
from the ground.
shipwreck, where he
SEE A
At one point Bange
lost his twosons. Bu
PLAY FOR
glides across thestage,
the tale luists more
Anlipholus(Christopher Johnson, left)andAntipholus (Erik as he runs away from
;is he speaks of a previous shipwreck Maahs) compete for the love of the Courtesan (Dawn another character,and
jumps into the laps of a
years ago where lour I'luimner).
sons became two. The scene is ness deals lull through the floor. few audience members in thecenter
dramatized explosively while he and Antipholus of Ephesus is fi- of the first row. The captive audinally declaredmad.
ence members laughedin shock, as
speaks.
Afterwards, the play centers on
The play is hilarious and tun, as the restof the audience enjoyed the
thru
his sons Anlipholus of Ephesus the Antipholus' and the Dromios' sight.
iChristopher Johnson ) and Dromio
beateach otherup.
Front row seats definitely add to
of Ephesus (Christopher Bange),
Muuhs' as Antipholus ol" Syra- the entertainment and drama as the
being mistaken for their long lost cuse expressesa widerange ofemo- actors' step out to the edges of the
tw ins Anlipholusof Syracuse (Erik
tions eloquently. Bange's physical stage.
Maahs) and Dromio of Syracuse performance as Dromioof Ephesus
Theyrun through theaisles excit).
edly,
when entering and exiting
IRobertBorwick and themadden- where he flounders on stage looks
ing meetings of misidentifiediden- painful and seems naturalbut ener- scenes.
lilies ensue.
Adriana (Kelly WelschMcNerney) who is married to

getic.

dJß'fll
I
I

lights were not dimmed over the
audience. A Comedy of Errors is
divided into two acts, yet the two
hour longplay moves quickly.
The showis playing Wednesday
through Saturday until March 2.
Friday nights feature a night of
improv comedy after the play.
Ticket prices are $18 to $20 for
Wednesdaynights.Thursdaynights,
andSaturdaymatinees.Ticketscost
$24 to$26 for Friday and Saturday

nights.

Under 25?|

fin111 %Jf
Ulliy
THAT'S RIGHT. $10.
ANY PLAY. ANY DAY.

H PLAYING NOW

FEB. 23

I
I
I

IAugust Wilson's//f/|s»y I
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Despair wins over love in Ball Maroons wash
SEAN REID

theValentineemotioninthis movie
Racism holds Hank's family in a
stranglehold,as his father's (Peter
Ifthere's one thing that seems to Boyle)propensity for the"n"-word
repeat throughout Monster's Ball spills overinto is own life. We get
a sense Han
it's this: sex is a quick fix.
A&E Editor

courageously inher roleit's hardto
imagine anyoneelsehitting thenotes
soperfectly.Thornton is more subdued,but equally captivating. Even
Combs gives an impressiveperfor-

Like last fall's equally erotic

doesn't want t
Mulhollancl Drive, the movie has be racist, bu
its characters dash to lovemaking when the stres
after they becomeoverwhelmedby piles on from
painful experiences. But unlike home and wor
David Lynch's mind-bender, it doesn't sto )
Minister's Ball opts to deliver its him from chas
characters. In their despair, they ing two blac ;
kidsoffhisprop
find redemption.
Georgiaprisonguard Hank(Billy
Bob Thornton) has just executed a
Knowingthis,
black man on death row (Sean "P
Diddy' Combs). When bothhe and it'seasy topraise
the man's widow, Leticia (Halle Monster's Ball
Berry), lose their families in shock- for itsinterracial
Tough times ahead: Leticia (Berry) and Hank
ing circumstances, they inexplica- romance. But
bly become drawn to one another. it's not what the (Thornton) come togetherin the wake oftragedy.
Perhaps its because of that un- film is about.
bearablehollownessone would usuForail the pity they may inspire
ally drown in alcohol.
fromtheaudience,LeticiaandHank
"I want you to make me feel come together not out of mutual
good!" she shouts at Hank in affection.Each insteadrealizestheir
drunken desperation,pulling down connection stems out of desperaher blouse. Of course, he obliges, tion. They desire each other beand an explicit sex scene follows. cause they cannot bear continuing
Or consider Hank's son, played alone.
with a gruff accent by Heath Led"I've wanted to feel something
ger,whoearlierin themovie resorts for so long," Hank says to her after
to 30-second prostitute sex to take
their coupling.
his mind off a loveless existence.
Thereis starpower onboth sides,
And indeed, there is an absence of particularly Berry's, who acts so

mancein the short time he's allotted.
There is one beautiful scene at
the endofthe movie,where Berry's

character is forced to make achoice
after she learns something devastating about Hank. Rather than forgive, she opts to forget.
For the peoplein this world, the
only way to movepast the pain is to
wipe it from memory.
Monster'sBallis currentlyplaying at the Guild 45th theater.

Bland Collateral Damage,
another miss for Ah-nold
DOMINIC SCARPELLI
Staff Reporter

Xl

Schwarzenegger'swife andson. He
tracks them down and kills them.

—

won't try to explain Arnold
hwarzenegger's popularity I
n't understandit myself— butit's
;n declining lately, and the release of his new movie. Collateral
won't help to restore it.
'hequality ofSchwarzenegger's
vies has nothing to do with him
and everythingtodo with the direc-

Kmage,

JohnTuturroandJohn Leguizamo
make brief appearances,actcircles
around Schwarzenegger, and then
disappear from the movie.
Leguizamoinparticular is fun. He
swaggers around in a cowboy hat
and a Metallica t-shirt, running his
mouth, talking about nothing, and
dealingcocaine. Butthenhe's gone
before you know it. You wonder

tor.

When Schwarzenegger hit his
stridein the late 80s and early90s,
Paul Verhoeven and James
Cameron helped to make his movies watchable.
Andrew Davies.aveteran of several Steven Segal movies and that
version of The Fugitive with
Harrison Ford, directed Collateral
Damage. He doesn't have
Verhoeven's gift for excess or
Cameron's energy.
Here,he's made anunremarkable
—
actionmovie earnest, tedious,and
bland -with distinctly low-budget
third-rate mid-80s action movie
It exudes a palpable longing for
that time period, when somehow

fice,

It's like a funeral.
Seen in any othercontext it's just

boring.
Theplot is simple:terroristsfrom
Colombia bomba building and kill

away pain in

second album
BRYAN BINGOLD
\Staff Reporter
In 1995, TheMaroons appeared
in the Portland, Ore. music scene

with therelease of theirfirst single
"More Like You" b/w "Will You
Come Back?" on the small label
Slo-Mo Records.Soon after that
their first LP, / Am to Blame, was
released and then there was noth-

.

WE WANT

YOLh^.

THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURSi

CAMPUS COMMUNITYDISCOUNTS!

Don Delillowrites: "In societies

Arnold Schwarzenegger frolics

reduced to blurandglut, terroris the
through the Columbianjunglewith onlymeaningful act...everything is
atastefor"vengeancein "Collateral absorbed. The artist is absorbed,

Damage.

"Either Way Useless," The Maroons were the perfect band to get
me through those tragic final two
years of high school.
Now, when 1 ama well adjusted
senior college student with the
world lying uncertain at my feet,

The Maroons have returned and
with a titlelike You'reGonnaRuin
Everything.Ithought that theband
hadn't changedover the last seven
had, butIwas wrong.The
years asI
ing.
The Maroons seemingly disap- song titles remain as daunting as
peared,until sevenyears later they ever with songs like "Shiphavereturned with You'reGonna wrecked," "Ruin Everything,"
RuinEverything,analbum that has "Limbo," and "Can You Feel?"
beenrecorded since 1999, and just But instead of driving you down
now released onInMusic WeTrust towards the abyss of self-reflection, The Maroons have captured
Records.
Ifirst sawTheMaroons play live purepop magic.
at the long since erased Portland
The lyrics may reflect the song
venue La Luna, in 1997 and was titles, but the music and melodies
instantly captured by lead singer reach beyond the subject matter
John Moen's vibrant and wave- and forces unnatural gyrations and
formishmelodies.His vocals swell rotations of your too-cool-to-bop
toimpassioned crestsand then gen- indie head.
tly flow downwardsbefore being
The chorus of "Limbo" isuninpicked up by the tides toswell once telligible,but thatdoesn'tmatter as
more.
you feel the force of Moen's falOn You're Gonna Ruin Every- setto as itcascades over you again
thing,Moen's vocalsroll overyou and again. "Ruin Everything,"
again and again as his backing vo- opens with that infectious guitar
cals continually spurn and drive hook thatyou know will permeate
the main melody. But The Ma- your brainand cause you at least a
roons aren't just aboutMoen Com- couple of sleeplessnights as you
petent musicians complement the stay awake humming the damn
thing over and over.
entire band.
Through the seven year absence
The brightnessof that guitar line
to
only
change
line-up
quickly
dissipates withMoen'sfirst
the
the
has
keyboard
been the addition of
line of "You're gonna ruin everyplayerMike Clark, who fills every thing/with the fixin' of yourfaults/
songon thenew album with thefull combining greed with all your
tones of a Wurlitzer student elec- doubts." Even though that catchy
tricpiano thatadds depth and drive guitar line continues through the
to the songs.
song,youareso taken withMoen's
/ Am to Blame is full of darkly enfolding tale of want and need
overdriven guitars, melodies that that you don't care anymore.
invoke the greatestsadness andlyrIf youhaven'theardof TheMaics that depressyou to the point of roons, I
seriously recommendthat
serious self-reflection. The Ma- you pick up You're Gonna Ruin
roonswerethe greatestI-hate-high- Everythingand,ifyou can find it,/
school teenage indie depression Am to Blame.
band Ihaveheard since TheCure.
The Maroons have been
With songs called "Sharp Stick Portland's longest kept secret, but
to the Eye," "Afterthoughts," and not for much longer.

.

values.
less was requiredtopleasethe audiand Schwarzenegger was at
c beginningofhis career. Seen in
this context the movie acquires a
—
dirge like atmosphere that awakens intense feelings of boredom,
nostalgia and dread in the viewer.

Compared with the lithe and ingenious antics in a modern action
film like The Matrix, Collateral
Damagelooks profoundly unoriginal and in a sense, dated. Action
moviestodaydependon speed,creativity and viciousness, and
CollateralDamagedoesn'tpossess
any of these traits.
The special effects aren't great
and the action set pieces are stolen
from other, betterfilms. There's a
scene where helicopters attack a
—
village in a jungle it's just like
Apocalypse Now, but not as well
done. There are a few shootouts,
some explosions, some fires. All
the mundane conceits of third-rate
action movies are presentedin the
standard ways.
Oct. 5 was the original release
date for CollateralDamage, but it
was moved back after Sept. 11
There's nothing particularly offensive in it, but there are terrorists,
and there are explosions. It offers
such an undemanding and simplified view of terrorism that there is
no real tension. The Colombian
Terrorists have no agenda and are
motivatedprimarilyby thedemands
of the plot.

FREQUENCYDISCOUNTS!^/

the madman on the street is ab-

sorbed and processed and incorpo-

what the point is.

Schwarzeneggerhimself has the
gloomy posture of a strong man
whose body is aginganddeteriorating. He seems worn-out, and of
course, his acting is terrible.

rated. Give him a dollar, put him in
a TV commercial. Only the terrorist standsoutside.Theculturehasn't

figured out how to assimilatehim."
This is wrong: the culture makes

13
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bad moviesabout him.
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Executive Branch
domaoanv@seattleu.edu
President: Virgil Domaoan
wileyt@seattleu.edu
V. P. ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
gaetha@seattleu.edu
v P. of Student Affairs: AnnetteGaeth
o'neils@seattleu.edu
Executive V.P.: Scan O'Neill
Publicity Director: NicholeGraham
grahamn@seattleu.edu
Emily
Executive Assistant:
Hall
hallel @seattleu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu
Webmaster: BenMurane
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February 27, 2002
Student Union Upper Bunk
5:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m.
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"Snap OUt Of Winter and spring into ASSU!"

Visit ASSU open house
Fun! Games! Snacks! Smoothies! Music provided by KSUB DJ. Come
hang out and get to know theASSU. FREE! FREE!FREE! Learn about
ASSU initiatives, find out how to GET INVOLVED.
Dress in your summer gear, e.g. board shorts, flip flops, and Hawaiian
gear. Join us for some beach volleyball and smoothies!
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Legislative Branch - Representatives
quach@seattleu.edu
Senior Rep: Chirs Quach
herrerh@seattleu.edu
Junior Rep: Hector Herrera
biviand@seattleu.edu
Sophomore Rep: Devin Biviano
sanches@seattleu.edu
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-LargeRep: Carl Bergquist
bergquc@seattleu.edu
At-Large Rep: NicolePalmitter
palmitn@seattleu.edu
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
easseyg@seattleu.edu
fongy@seattleu.edu
Transfer Rep: Yunice Fong
Commuter Rep: GretaSmith
smithg@seattleu.edu
gaspert@seattleu.edu
Non-Traditional:Tom Gaspers
kutsela@seattleu.edu
International Rep: Alisa Kutsel
abellem@seattleu.edu
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"Catch Of The Night"

The Seattle University Marksmanship Club

Oflmt UanCe!

Announcement of a shootingcompetition at Seattle University
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The Marksmanship Club is pleased to announce the inauguration of an annual shooting
contest. All Seattle University students may compete for two prizes that willbe awarded on
the last range day of the academicyear. The St. GeorgePrize will be awardedto the best
rifle marksman, and theSt. Gabriel PossentiPrize willbe awarded to thebest pistol marks-
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When: Valentine's Day, February 14, 2002
Time: 9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

W

V

The St. George Prize:
.22 l.r. rifle
.22 l.r. rifle
centerfirerifle

Prices: Singles $15, Couples $25, Group of Six $60
Transportation will be provided. Buy tickets at the Campus Assistance
Center and Columbia St.
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centerfire rifle
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The St.
Gabriel Prize:
—
.22 l.r pistol
leaf sights only
—
centerfire pistol
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leafsights only
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y

r»n ram

pus in the future?

cy

i

*

y
*

)

bench

100 yards

offhand

score divided by 4

25 feet

two-handed

score

25 feet

two-handed

score divided by 2

Contest shooters have first choice firearms.
To be eligible foreither prize, shooters must submit only approved targetsand have all
information supplied at the proper place on the target, (name ofcompetition, type of
firearms, distance from target, shot from bench or offhanded, clearly written signature of
shooter and witness, anddate target was shot).

Ammunition is shooter's choice.

.

;

100 yards

score
score divided by 2
score divided by 2

Five-shots per target.

Seattle University is exploring the
Option Of Charging Students for
USing their Credit Cards YOU Will
be charged for using your credit
Card tO make a tuition payment,
purchase items at the bookstore,
O

bench
offhand

Scoringby string method.
O

"

50 yards

50 yards

V

Targets must be submitted to Dr. Tadie at the end of the shootingday on which the target
was shot.

„

"

/

Seattle University is doj»,q away with the meal
plan point system and is
Switching tO a dollar for
iit
cy'
y

.

HOW do yOU feel about these issues? We Want tO represent
YOU in ASSU. Please °give us feedback on how Jyou feel
Concerning these issues by filling OUt a feedback form in
the lobby ofthe SUB.
o

For (he 2001-02 academic year, targets must be submitted for at least sof the 8 rangedays
of the winter and spring terms that are scheduled at the Renton Gun Range.

Following the last shooting day of the 2001-02 academic year, the shooter with the best
single target in each prize category will be declared the winnerfor that category.
Prizes:

Thename ofeach prize winner will beinscribed ona plaque in the Marksmanship Club's
Reloading Room. Each winner will be given a free annual membership for the next academic year; a winner who is a graduating senior willhave a choice of a free annual membership or a suitable substitute. For further information:Jacob Faris, President, 206-220-8593,
farisj@seattleu.edu,or Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator, 206-296-5420.
,
„.
,
,as a collegiateshouting
„ . , .
_,
t
The Marksmanship Club is an intramuralsports activity chartered
dub by the NationalRifle Associationand the Associated Studentof Seattle University.
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

400 ' Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc
500. For Rent

200. Help Wanted
Seeking Part-Time Legal
Assistant for "fast-paced"
Law Office. Will train. Must
be bilingual in English and
Spanish. Great experience
to
and
introduction
immigration and criminal
law. Please fax resume to
206-749-5800.

Love to hang out with kids?
Capital Hill summer camp
seeks experienced, fun,
loving and energetic people.
Full-timepositions lateJuneAugust $10/hour. CallAbby
at
523-6351.

-

-

-

Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
threehour fundraisingevent.
Doesnot involvecreditcard
applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so
call today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

YoungAdults wanted. Work

around your school schedule.
Earn full-time income with
part-time hours. For more
info call 800-799-7860.
Protect yourself from layoffs
and recessions; work for
yourself.
Expanding
marketing team needs
friendly, open-minded,
ambitious people age 18+.
See if there's a match
between what we have and
what you're looking for.
www.WorkForSelf.lnfo.
$$ Get Paid For Your
Opinions! $$
Earn $5-$125 and
more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

travel provided. Must love
children and have skill inone
or more of the following
activities: archery, arts
(ceramics, stained glass,
jewelry),basketball,canoeing,
kayaking, rowing (crew),
dance (tap,pointe,jazz), field
hockey, golf, gymnastics
(instructors), figure skating,
ice hockey,horseback riding/
English hunt seat, lacrosse,
digital
photography,
piano
videographer,
accompanist, pioneering/
camp craft, ropes (challenge
course) 25 stations, sailing,

soccer, softball, tennis,
theatre (technicians, set

design,costumer),volleyball,
water-skiing, (slalom, trick,
barefoot, jumping) W.5.1./
instructors,
swim
also
windsurfing,
opportunities for nurses,
HTML/web design and
SUMMER JOBS
secretaries. Camp Vega For
Female and male counselors Girls! Come see us at
needed for top summer camp www.campvega.com E-mail
in Maine. Top Salary, room, us at camp_vega@yahoo.com
board,laundry, clothing and orcall us for moreinformation
at 1-800-993-VEGA. We will

be on the University of
Washington Campus Feb.
19th and April 1lthinHUB
room 304F
from 10-3 p.m.
information
and to
for
accept applications. No
appointment necessary.

Roommate wanted: Share
U-district house with 3F/
IM. Avail. March through
June. June is Free!! No
deposit. IBDRM on first
floor, share bathroom.
$290/month. Ca11985-2752

400. Services

Monthly Parking Available
$75 per month
Vantage Park
1011 East Terrace Street

Clearance Sale on Brand
Name Laptops! Prices So
Low,It's Almost Illegal!! Get
Today! \hXlmU.
Yours
homeoflaptops.com or call:
1-800-775-8526
Www,

"Underground
"Controlled Access Door
"AllReserved Parking Stalls
"24-hour surveillance cameras

—————————
call 206 381-5878

r

test. 1-800-550-4900 (24-hour toll-free line).

w

I Waylen Leopoldino I
Tel.: (206) 296-6474
Fax: (206) 296-6477
|Email: adinfo@seattleu.edu |

Valentine's Day Personals
Happy Valentine's Day
Adam! Imiss you babe!
Love, Chandra

Hey Matt Can Ispend the night some
time? Just ask, 111 say yes.

- Erica

Tomy littleBeanSprout,hope
your stalk is feeling better

"

Lost!!! Beloved pet,anwsers
:o the name "Will to Live"
***Reward***

Marty We love your golden locks,
but brush'em okay. Keep
smilin' we love ya.

£*

Good Job at the CAC!

lamso gladyou are going to
be my Valentine again this
year. You are the best!
Nayn = )

trf

Happy V-Day from your

favorite girl!
Love, Brown Bear

y\ \T\J

Mom X,
Happy Valentine's Day !!!

Sor^his

AlW3 VS

& Nayn

is latebut "Happy
Birthday! anyways. Maybe
the Chief and Ican do
somethingspecial for Shaft ;)

J$Mx 3

jfy*

£*£

\y
Love, Kitch

Mw * uPI / \

\*J Jb> if)
JmV^_^nT T '/s\
Mi

Bird

To my King you11never know
how much my world revolves
around you.
HiappyBirthdayHo! We Love
Love your cous-cousprincess
fou!

\J \ IV"lolly
J

February 12th is Holly's
Birthday
Tellher youlove
her when you see her!

-

G.H.

Be My Valentine Kitch!!!

Sfou got a sweet ass back
:hat ass up.
"Juan Paco

I

f^ OTT f^
V-/\^C4LCIV*

...

.

-

Happy Valentine's Day

HappyBirthday toMs. Holly.
Love, the Albers School of
Business

CM: Sorry about the bird 500n. .
:alls all night in apt.
Babe
\-Twezy.
Let's whip out"TheBook." we
haven't read in a while.
Happy Birthday Holly!
Whipped cream? Roses?

Lori

ta

s

To my Chubby Elephant
I really', really like you. (I
can for sure admit to that)
Let's not let it stop there.
Love always, LA Monkey

H.B.
When will you stop playing
games with my heart?
B.D.

-

Oh Cecilia you'rebreaking I
myheart. You're shakingmy

r"rr

"i

Place your classified |
THINK YOU'REPREGNANT? |
|
Ad Today!
Call Birthright forconfidential |
support and free pregnancy
Call for more info:

J[)Q
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SOeCtatOf Staff
I

Campus Voice

What do you think George W. will get
Laura for Valentine's Day?

"A box of chocolates
and a
"
rose.

"Bin Laden, Enron stock, and
"
Afghanistan.
a vacation in

ROBERT HIGGINS, BON
APP^TITBARISTA

STUDENT

Ben Lambert, 2nd year law

"Environmental
degradation and "
improper English.
Elizabeth Gaylord,
senior,general

SCIENCE

"A raid on Iraq.

"

Anna Witte, Spanish
professor

"Definitely not sex.
Republicans don't"
do that, you know.
JJ HIGGINS,

SOPHOMORE,
BUSINESS
ALEXISJUDAY-MARSHALL / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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